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President’s Report
O

rienteering in Australia continues to grow steadily
in participation. Whilst we do not yet have full
figures for 2016, 2015 was the first year in which we
surpassed 100,000 starts in Australian events, and the
indications are that we are continuing to see growth in
2016. In a sport where our principal goal is to get more
people orienteering more often, it is very pleasing to
see things heading in the right direction.
These outcomes ref lect the hard work that many
people are putting in around Australia to build
participation, whether it’s in the form of starting
new series of events, building a presence for the sport
in new centres, increasing the sport’s presence in
schools through the Sporting Schools program (and
elsewhere), or strengthening events which are already
established. Much of this work is being done with
the support of the Australian Sports Commission’s
participation funding, but much is also being
supported by states’ and clubs’ own resources. At the
risk of neglecting a lot of great work being done in
other places, two examples which have particularly
struck me in the past year have been the new Bush
n’Beach club in Coffs Harbour putting on its first
major event, the 2016 QB3, and the terrific growth that
Tasmania has seen across its event programs in 2016.
We would not have growth in participation without
people willing to organise events, whether it is the
major national carnivals or the many local-level
events. Once again, I am hugely impressed by what
was done to put on the feature events of our program,
especially the Australian Championships week in
Queensland and the Easter events in Canberra.
Both events faced major challenges, but Queensland
especially so given the sad loss of Eric Andrews in
the lead-up, and they deserve a great deal of credit for
successfully managing to fill the enormous gap which
he left.
A challenge for us continues to be to find people
to organise all the events that our orienteering
community want to run in, and to have a range of
events which between them cater for the people who
are established in the sport, and those we would like to
attract to the sport. This does mean putting on events
in places which may not be of much interest to the
experienced orienteer (although it’s amazing what can
be done these days with small bits of terrain close to
town – Bendigo are specialists in this), but bring the
sport close to the people. Getting access to terrain in
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places close to where people live is also a challenge,
more so in some states than others, and one we need to
continue to manage as best we can.
To attract new people into orienteering, we need
to make sure that the rest of the community know
that we exist. Lots of good work is being done across
the country in finding innovative ways to do this,
including exploring the possibilities of social media.
Whilst mainstream media coverage of our sport
is still hard to get, especially in the big cities, some
great things are being done online (especially with
the Australian Schools Championships). IOF is also
becoming increasingly serious about getting properly
produced live coverage of the major international
events (and of solving the technical problems which
affected early incarnations of the IOF Live Center),
which provides another chance to showcase the
highest levels of our sport.
I continue to be encouraged by the results that
some of our best orienteers are achieving on the
international stage. In 2016, our best moments came
in junior competition, with two making the World
Championships podium. Henry McNulty started
it off by doing so at the Junior World Orienteering
Championships, then Lucy Mackie made us notice
an arm of the sport which too often gets forgotten
by doing likewise in the mountain bike orienteering
equivalent. We have high hopes that they, and their
teammates, will be able to continue to develop as they
move into the senior ranks, and are doing what we
can to put the structures in place for them to do so,
despite our funding challenges. At the other end of the
age spectrum, it was impressive to see Natasha Key
return to the World Championships top 20, more than
a decade after her last appearance at that level.
The introduction of the split World Championships,
alternating from 2019 between forest and urban
formats, will create some interesting challenges and
opportunities for us. It may well take us further down
the road of developing urban specialists (perhaps some
of the very good sprint orienteers we have already seen
at junior level).
The last year has not been entirely smooth sailing
for us. The largest challenge for us has been that
our funding support from the Australian Sports
Commission, although still substantial, is significantly
reduced from where it is. In particular, as a non-

Olympic sport, we are (in effect) no longer eligible for
high performance funding, and thus need to cover the
cost of running those programs entirely from our own
resources. Trying to fit our programs to the resources
available, whilst compromising our high performance
outcomes as little as possible, has occupied much of our
attention in the last year. The outcome, at least in the
short term, is going to place much more responsibility
on the teams for raising some of their own funds,
an endeavour which we hope will enjoy the strong
support of the rest of the orienteering community.
Ultimately, growing our participation base will also
grow our financial base, and strengthen our ability to
support such activities from within our own resources.

as Manager of Coaching and Officiating, and will
hopefully have new Board members to welcome as
well by the time you read this.
I hope all of you have enjoyed the last year of
orienteering in Australia as much as I have. We can
look forward to many more satisfying years ahead in
our sport throughout the country.

Blair Trewin
President

To strengthen our case for support from the Australian
Sports Commission, we need to have the best possible
information on how we are performing. Whilst it has
not always been easy to make it work in a way which
is user-friendly, our use of Eventor as a participation
and membership database is critical for us in being
able to present robust and verifiable data to the ASC
in support of our applications. We’re getting closer to
using the full potential of Eventor in this area, and
will be working over the next 12 months to get full
coverage of participation throughout Australia, as well
as using it as a national membership database through
making sure the details of all members (especially
casual members) are captured in it.
Finally, it has been a year with significant turnover in
Orienteering Australia’s personnel. During the last 12
months, our Head Coach, Nick Dent, and Manager of
Coaching and Officiating, John Scown, both retired
from their positions after several years of major
contributions to their respective areas. Two of our
Board members, Lance Read and Robert Spry are also
stepping down after several years in their respective
roles. Lance, in conjunction with Nick, has done a
great deal to place our high performance pathways on
a firmer footing and (hopefully) lay the groundwork
for medium-term success, whilst Robert has taken on
roles such as risk management and governance which
sound unexciting but which are vitally important to
the effective functioning of any national sporting
organisation. My thanks go to all of them, as well to
everyone else, especially John Harding as Executive
Officer, for performing well above the call of duty
to make our sport as strong as it is. We welcome
on board Jim Russell as Head Coach, Ian Prosser as
High Performance Administrator, and Barbara Hill
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Management and Administration
O

rienteering Australia (OA) in 2016 was managed
and administered by:

•
•

•
•

•
•

A Board of seven headed by President Blair Trewin;
Part-time paid officers: the Executive Officer,
Head Coach and High Performance Operations
Manager, National Mountain Bike Orienteering
Manager, Manager of Coaching Development,
Manager of Coaching and Officiating
Administration, Sporting Schools Coordinator and
the Editor of the Australian Orienteer;
Part-time contracts for the Editor of the Monthly
Enews bulletin and the website curator;
The 2-day Annual Conference and General
Meeting comprising the Board members, delegates
from each State and the ACT, and an athlete and
a mountain bike orienteering representative,
supported by OA paid staff ;
Various committees and working groups who
assist in implementing the Operational Plan;
Additional appointed officers: Public Officer,
National Secretary for Schools Orienteering, elite
and non-elite rankings officers, and the Badge
Scheme Secretary.

Membership of the Board
There was no change in Board membership during
2016. Board members in 2016 were Blair Trewin,
President; Mike Dowling, Director, International;
Bruce Bowen Director, Finance; Lance Read,
Director, High Performance; Jenny Casanova,
Director, Technical; Craig Feuerherdt, Director,
Unspecified Portfolio with responsibility for Media
and Communications; and Robert Spry, Director,
Unspecified Portfolio with particular responsibility
for risk management. John Harding, Executive
Officer, provided administrative support for all Board
meetings.

Meetings of the Board
Apart from the Annual General Meeting in April
and Annual Conference in December, the Board held
monthly meetings by Skype and in person throughout
2016 as follows: 28 January, 3 March, 12 May, 8 June, 18
June 12 July, 31 August, 20 October and 24 November.
The meeting on 18 June was a full day strategic
planning workshop at NSW Sports House in Sydney.
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Board member attendance at the AGM, Annual
Conference and 9 Board meetings was as follows: Blair
Trewin 11, Lance Read 11, Jenny Casanova 11, Robert
Spry 10, Bruce Bowen 11, Michael Dowling 11, Craig
Feuerherdt 10, John Harding (meeting secretary) 11.

Staffing and Contract Work
Paid staff (part-time) were John Harding (Executive
Officer), Nick Dent (Head Coach and High Performance
Administrator – until 27 August 2016), Jim Russell
(Head Coach – from 3 September 2016), Kay Haarsma
(National Mountain Bike Orienteering Coordinator),
John Scown (Manager, Coaching and Officiating
Development, and Sporting Schools Coordinator –
until 8 March 2016), Jim Mackay (Sporting Schools
National Coordinator and Manager Coaching and
Officiating Administration – from 9 March 2016),
Barbara Hill (Manager, Coaching Development – from
3 October 2016), Mike Hubbert (Editor, Australian
Orienteer).
Shane Jenkins was contracted as website curator,
Rebecca Jaffe as national monthly enews editor and
Ian Jessup as Media Liaison Officer during 2016. Ian
provided national and major state media outlets with
results and reports for all National Orienteering
League, national championships and international
events in which Australia was participating.
Various people and organisations were contracted by
OA and state associations to undertake projects funded
by the ASC Participation Grant.

Remuneration Range Of OA Staff (Includes
Superannuation Guarantee Contribution)
Range

No. of Staff

Less than $10K

1

$10K to $20K

3

$20K to $30K

2

Major Board Undertakings During 2016
Each of the Portfolio areas of the Board was very busy
during the year, with the detail documented in the
respective Portfolio areas within the Annual Report.
•

•

•

•

President: Blair Trewin as President took the
lead role in governance reform development,
development of a proposal for a national
membership model, constitution changes and
responding to the annual ASC request for OA’s
performance against the ASC’s Mandatory
Governance Principles, and chairing meetings
of the Board by Skype and in person, in addition
to being a member of the IOF Foot Orienteering
Commission and liaising with Orienteering New
Zealand on trans-Tasman issues.
International: Mike Dowling, IOF Vice
President, had substantial responsibilities in
the international arena, including the lead role
in reviewing the IOF Competition Program and
involvement in international orienteering youth
development.
Finance: Bruce Bowen, Director (Finance),
provided regular reports to the OA Board on
annual expenditure to date, the performance
of the calendar budget and the forward budget;
led Conference, AGM and Board discussion
on budget development in an environment of
reduced funding from the ASC; recommended
increases in fees and levies to the AGM and
Conference which were endorsed; chaired the
Audit and Risk Committee; prepared annual
accounts for auditing; provided the ASC with audit
and acquittal statements and budget figures as
requested; and undertook the day to day payment
of invoices.
High Performance and the Development
Pathway: The workload in 2016 of Lance Read,
Director (High Performance), and the High

•

Performance Group led by Nick Dent and Kay
Haarsma through to August then by Kay Haarsma,
Jim Russell and Ian Prosser later in the year, was
very substantial. The year was very challenging
as the $86,000 ASC Whole of Sport funding which
had been used to support the High Performance
program ceased at the end of 2015 and part of
Orienteering Australia’s 2016 financial support
of the program involved cut backs to some
activities and a greater reliance on financial
contributions by team and squad members, as well
as a fund raising effort by the National Squad in
January in organising the Sprint Canberra event.
Nevertheless the Athlete Development Pathway
was strengthened during the year with meetings
of the national squads and coaches, camps and
workshops and well attended national series
events that created a momentum for very good
performances at the 2016 World Orienteering
Championships and Junior World Orienteering
Championships.
Technical: 2016 was marred by the sad passing of
Eric Andrews, Chair of the Technical Committee.
Fortunately late in the year the Technical
Committee was able to gain a new Chair through
the appointment of Anna Sheldon who had done
an outstanding job managing controlling and
other technical aspects of the 2016 Australian
Championships Carnival in Queensland,
contributing greatly to the success of that
Carnival. A major donation through the Australian
Sports Foundation for national mapping
development created a platform for a national
project on development of Lidar technology for
mapping in Australia and the ongoing work of
this project in cooperation with the Mapping
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•

•

Committee will be of considerable benefit to the
further development of orienteering mapping in
Australia.
Media and Communications: Craig Feuerherdt,
Director (Media and Communications), had a
substantial workload in 2016 in managing and
improving the Eventor system, undertaking
updates to the website with the assistance of Shane
Jenkins, and developing a quality online option
for publishing historic and current copies of the
Australian Orienteer.
Special Projects: Robert Spry, Director (Special
Projects) maintained a watching brief on Risk
Management issues within the range of Board
portfolios, and contributed actively to all
discussions with particular interest in matters
affecting the state and territory associations.

Administration
The major administrative tasks during the year
included:
•
•

Organisation of the annual general meeting and
annual meetings of committees during the Easter
carnival.
Organisation of the Annual Conference at the AIS
in December.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Administrative support for regular meetings of the
OA Board.
Funding submissions to the ASC and contract
management with the ASC and state associations
for Participation and Sporting Schools projects.
National management of the Orienteering
Sporting Schools Program.
High performance support by the Head Coach,
High Performance Administrator, National
MTBO Coordinator and other members of the
High Performance Management Group for the
Australian squads and representative teams and
for the National Orienteering League program.
Coaching and officiating administration by
John Scown and then Jim Mackay of the ASC
accreditation schemes for coaches, controllers and
training curricula.
The Executive Officer representing Orienteering
Australia at ASC meetings and workshops on
Participation, Sporting Schools, the Annual Sports
Assessment Review, and CEO Forums.

John Harding
Executive Officer

Finance
T

he accompanying annual accounts (Appendix 4
) for Orienteering Australia (OA) show a deficit
of $105,541 in 2016 in the Income and Expenditure
Statement. The accompanying letter from the Auditor
advises that $95,000 of this deficit arose because of an
oversight in preparing the 2015 accounts, when the
level of unexpended grants in the 2015 accounts were
under reported. Therefore, in effect, the ‘operational’
deficit for 2016 can be considered as $10,541.
Further, the overall deficit in 2016 (and 2015) largely
arose because of a different accounting treatment
by the Auditor of unexpended grants in the income
and expenditure statement. In line with accrual
accounting, these unexpended grants have been
moved from the income and expenditure statement
to a current liability in the balance sheet (in this
case, over the past two years). Prior to this, the grants
were treated as income in the year received even if
they were not fully expended. From 2017, this oneoff adjustment will increase the transparency of OA
financial statements as current expenditure can more
easily be compared with current revenue.
The balance sheet for 2016 also shows that OA ended
the year with strong cash reserves of $412, 839. This
includes unexpended grants amounting to $167,960.
Apart from grants from the Australian Sports
Commission (ASC) for 2016-17 which have not been
fully expended by the end of the 2016, the unexpended
grants includes a generous donation via the Australian
Sports Foundation by an orienteering member of
$19,950 for a mapping project.
The ASC grants received in 2016 covered Participation
($150K, with another $50K to be granted in the second
half of the 2016-17 financial year) and Sporting Schools
($77K). These grants are tied to specific activities
agreed to with the ASC.
The 2016 ‘operational’ deficit represents a draw down
in OA cash reserves. This result ref lects the fact that
as a sport we are continuing to grapple with how to
adjust to the loss of the Whole of Sport grant ($86K),
which had been used to fund a large share of OA’s High
Performance activities. 2016 was the first full year of
operation without the Whole of Sport grant.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce High Performance and other expenditure
where possible (i.e. without compromising the
High Performance programme).
Re-allocate some participation related expenditure
undertaken by OA to Participation grant funding.
Seek an increase in revenue from both Members
and other sources; and,
Draw down on reserves.

A new significant development in 2016 was that the
ASC advised that from the 2017-18 financial year,
the Participation grant to our sport would be halved
to $100K. This outcome means that we cannot rely
as much on the second response listed above, as a
means to adjust to the loss of the Whole of Sport
Grant. Further, attempts to increase revenue in 2016
(response No. 3 above) have been less successful than
budgeted.
As a consequence of all these developments, the 20172020 budget has had to be been framed with a very
significant drawing down of reserves (around $40K
per year) to achieve a balance outcome.
The Board and Members recognise that a continued
drawing on reserves of this order is not a sustainable
financial model over the medium to longer term. They
also recognise that sizable cash reserves need to be
permanently available to meet cash f low requirements
during normal business operations and to meet an
unforeseen emergency financial situations.
Various options to address the future financial
sustainability of Orienteering Australia were
discussed at the 2016 OA Conference, but no resolution
was achieved. The Board has now been tasked with
bringing forward another set of options for a Special
Annual General Meeting to be held in conjunction
with the Australian 3 Days in June 2017. It is becoming
increasingly imperative that a resolution to this
issue is achieved, sooner than later, if we are to put
orienteering’s national sporting organisation on a
continued sound financial basis going forward.

Bruce Bowen
Director, Finance

To-date our response to the loss of the grant has been
fourfold:
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International Relations
A

ustralia has continued to make a significant
contribution to the activities of the International
Orienteering Federation (IOF) through representation
on Council, Commissions and in the conduct of IOF
sanctioned activities.

Council and Commission Membership
Michael Dowling was re- elected as one of the three
IOF Vice Presidents at the 2016 IOF General Assembly
in Stromstad, Sweden in August. Blair Trewin
continues as a member of Foot Commission following
his re-appointment to the Commission in October
2016. In the supporting Rules Commission, Barry
McCrae continues his role as a member.

IOF General Assembly
The IOF General Assembly in Stromstad, Sweden saw
Brian Porteous of Great Britain retire as President.
Former Senior Vice President Leho Haldna of Estonia
was elected as President of the IOF. Mikko Salonen of
Finland was elected to one of the three Vice President
positions of the IOF. In addition, all current Council
members who stood for re-election were elected.
Vincent Frey of France was elected to Council as a new
member.
The biennial report of the IOF for the period 2014-2016
was presented to Congress and highlighted several
achievements over this two-year period. The IOF has
established a new Regional and Youth Development
Commission (RYDC) to focus on developing the global
activities of our sport from a strategic perspective and
with an aim to engage youth more in our sport. An
important initiative in this respect was the first World
Orienteering Day held in May. This was a resounding
success with total of 81 countries and territories
involved in staging 2013 individual events with a world
record participation of 252,927 individuals. The World
Orienteering day website was a great way to track
and view the activities with participating clubs and
organisations able to share their stories of the day.
In addition, the RYDC are developing and trialling a
start-up package to help new countries and regions
establish our sport.
The IOF has made significant progress in developing
the broadcast quality of major IOF events for television
and online delivery. The progress in this regard was
evident in this year’s World Championships from
8 Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2016

Sweden with 90 countries and territories taking
either live broadcast or highlights packages. More
extensive TV coverage has also seen the start of
the growth of commercial income. The benefits ot
member federations of the IOF is that it is there will
be no increases in member sanction fees over the next
congress period.
The IOF has welcomed the membership of Egypt and
Dominican Republic and at the same time has been
working closely with new and less active member
federations in a review of membership of the IOF. The
key aim here is to ensure sustainable and realistic
orienteering activities in emerging locations with the
support of IOF Regional Coordinators playing a key
role in development.
There continues to be cooperation with the World
Military Sport Council (CISM), the International
University Sports Federation (FISU) and the
International World Games Association (IWGA)
and most importantly the International Olympic
Committee (IOC). To quote outgoing IOF Presided Brian
Porteous, “The implementation of the IOC’s Agenda
2020 is giving us cause to feel positive about the
Olympic journey and our partnership with the IOC is
vital if we are to be successful.”
At the General Assembly, the final report from the
two-year IOF Competition Program Review project
was presented and accepted by member federations.
The IOF adopted a formal Code of Ethics policy which
will be formally implemented over the next two-year
period and be administered through an IOF Ethics
Panel. Several changes to the IOF statutes were
proposed. The key point to note here that member
federations have agreed to allow all future World
Championships organisers to be appointed by the
IOF Council. This is an important development as it
now provides Council greater freedom the negotiate
the “best package” for the conduct of future world
championships.
The proposal for harmonising winning times for men
and women in long distance races from the Swedish
federation was not accepted by federations nor were
proposals from the Russian federation to add several
variations of accepted orienteering formats into the
IOF rules and to mandate participation in World
Ranking Events (WRE) as a precondition for World
Championships (WOC) entry.

The Activity Plan for the period 2016 – 2018 was also
endorsed by Federations that seeks to achieve the 20122018 Strategic directions.
•
•
•

Orienteering shall be a truly global sport
Orienteering shall be visible and attractive
Orienteering shall be positioned for inclusion in
the Olympic and Paralympic Games

The strategic initiatives and actions that will drive the
Activity Plan to enable the IOF to achieve its key goals
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on key outcomes
Increase the attractiveness of orienteering to
young people
Strengthen the IOF’s position on the world
sporting stage
Increase the visibility of orienteering
Strong management and funding.

Competition Programme review project which
presented its final report to the 2016 IOF General
Assembly. Michael Dowling continues to have lead
responsibility within Council for the Marketing
area of IOF Core Activities and Increased Visibility
within the Activity Plan. In addition, he continued to
have a support role in increasing the attractiveness
of orienteering to young people within the IOF
Activity Plan, and is the Council contact for the Foot
Commission and the Council contact for the Oceania
region.

Michael Dowling
Director, International Relations
Vice President, IOF Council

The IOF is undergoing a review of both activity
and strategic directions (key goals) with a view to
presenting the new key goals at the next General
Assembly for the period beyond 2018.
Several organisers for World Championships were
appointed including Denmark for the 2020 World
Sprint Orienteering Championships and 2019 World
Mountain Bike Orienteering Championships and
Hong Kong for the 2020 World Trail Orienteering
Championships.
Blair Trewin was awarded an IOF Bronze Pin to
recognise his services to the IOF and for the work
he has undertaken as a member of the IOF Foot
Orienteering Commission.

IOF Council and Office
The IOF Council has met five times in 2016. Once
in conjunction with the World Championships in
Stromstad, Sweden in late August, in Malmö, Sweden
in January, in Warsaw, Poland in April, in Budapest,
Hungary in June and in Aarau, Switzerland in October.
Within the budgetary constraints of the IOF, Council
is continuing a significant effort to visit as many
member federations as possible with its meetings.
Michael Dowling has attended all meetings.
Through 2016 all Council members have continued
to work in their areas of responsibility and
support. Michael Dowling was chair of the ongoing
Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2016 9

Technical and Competition
The Technical and Competition areas for Orienteering
Australia fall under the portfolio of the OA Director,
Technical, and are overseen through the following
committees:
•
•
•
•

Technical (Chair, Eric Andrews followed by Anna
Sheldon);
Mapping ( Chair, Adrian Uppill, separate report
provided);
Events (Chair, Greg Hawthorne);
Information Technology (currently in abeyance);

also through the OA Badge Scheme Secretary John
Oliver, and the Manager Coaching and Officiating
Development Jim Mackay who took over from John
Scown after Easter 2016. A vote of thanks must
go to John for his work in processing controller
accreditations over the past few years! Elite rankings
are maintained by Bruce Arthur, non-elite rankings by
Darryl Erbacher and NOL points by Blair Trewin. The
work of the above people and of the committee chairs
in 2016 is acknowledged.

Technical
It was a difficult year for the technical committee due
to the passing in May of Eric Andrews, who had done
a great deal of work around potential revisions to
course-class-winning time combinations, particularly
for older/slower age classes, and who was heavily
involved in directing technical matters for the
Australian Championships carnival in Queensland.
Anna Sheldon stepped into his shoes, first as Technical
Coordinator for the 2016 Australian Championships
and subsequently as Chair of the OA Technical
Committee, an appointment which is to be formalised
at the 2017 AGM.
OA rules and documents referred to below are
maintained on the Orienteering Australia web
site, either in the Operational Manual or the
Technical Pages. Unfortunately no further updates
to the technical pages on the OA website have been
undertaken in the past year; summaries of technical
matters extracted from controllers’ reports and
the Event Management documents still need to be
uploaded.
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Foot Orienteering
Neither the OA Foot Orienteering Rules (Operational
Manual 2.1) nor the National League Guidelines have
been updated for 2017. There were no significant
changes for 2017 to IOF rules which OA needs to follow,
therefore there are no specific new OA rules for 2017;
it has been noted that GPS devices may now be carried
as per the IOF rules but this was already allowed
within the OA rules as long as the display is covered.
Although there had been some discussion around
small wording/nomenclature changes to be in line
with IOF’s wording, these will be left until the major
update to the OA Rules takes place for 2018.
Organisers, course planners and controllers
are encouraged to seek clarification from state
and national technical directors regarding the
interpretation of these rules and appendices and of the
NOL Guidelines.
Eric Andrews’ work on the course-class-winning
times combinations resulted in some recommended
adjustments which were trialed at the 2016 Australian
Championships. Reduced winning times for the
Australian Relays were used in 2016 and will apply
again in 2017. Some changes to M/W 80+ winning
times and course lengths will also apply to the
2017 Australian Championships. David Hogg has
undertaken research regarding the impact of aging
on older orienteers’ km rates. Data will be collated by
the Technical Committee Chair and potential changes
to the 2018 OA Rules discussed among the Technical
Committee during 2017.
A survey was undertaken regarding the composition
of the Australian 3-Days and possible inclusion/
exclusion of the Sprint Prologue for all age classes;
the (small) majority’s preference was to maintain the
status quo, i.e. a 4-day competition for elite classes and
a Prologue which is separate from the 3-Days for all
other classes.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
The 2016 Australian Mountain Bike Orienteering
Championships were hosted by Orienteering Western
Australia. Level 3 controllers were Jack Dowling and
Richard Matthews

No MTBO test matches took place between Australia
and New Zealand in 2016. No MTBO World Ranking
Events were held by Australia in 2016 - due to the cost
of hosting these vs the elite attendance - and there
are currently no MTBO-accredited IOF EAs from
Australia.
MTBO-specific controllers’ modules are under current
discussion among the MTBO committee, and the
proposed Level 1 curriculum has been circulated. No
major MTBO rule changes are anticipated for 2017.

International Orienteering Federation
IOF Event Advisers are now registered in IOF Eventor
and the process of Federations applying to host
World Ranking Events is done online. The majority
of Australian EAs renewed their accreditation at the
end of 2016 and it is hoped that a number of current L3
controllers will attend the IOF EA workshop to be held
in Auckland in April 2017 and become new IOF EAs.
Introduction of IOF Eventor for World Ranking
Events means that this system should now be made
available for event entry, but it has not yet been fully
determined how process this can become compatible
with federations’ own pre-existing entry systems.

Results Database
Eventor has consistently been used for uploading
results from events at all levels, although some states
maintain their own results database as well or instead,
particularly because Eventor does not routinely
provide badge cutoffs (although there is a workaround)
or deal easily with the score and/or first-past-the-post
format of some park & street series events. The OA
website, and many states’ websites, link directly from
the home page to Eventor for current results. Provision
of splits in Eventor is becoming more common
although there is an additional cost.

Information Technology
The Information Technology Committee did not meet
during 2016; the committee is likely to be wound up
as it no longer serves a clear purpose and its scope is
covered by other working groups. Both the Australian

3-Days and Australian Championships used O-Lynx
for live results display; the latter carnival was able
to fund this due to the Moira Whiteside bequest
through ONSW. SI Air was used by elite classes at
the Australian Championships Carnival (and other
smaller events). Livelox is becoming more popular
than Routegadget for uploading GPS tracks after races.

Events Committee
An Events Committee meeting was held at Easter
2016, the purpose of this meeting being to garner
expressions of interest from states regarding hosting
NOL races, with the intent of being able to draft a
schedule 2 years in advance. There was also further
discussion around the logistics of the combined
Oceania/Australian Championships carnival to be
held in the traditional Aust Champs timeslot in 2019
and hosted by Victoria & ACT with assistance from
some NSW clubs. This will incorporate IOF regional
championships in Sprint, Middle and Long for
senior and junior elites, and an application has been
submitted to IOF to host these. Orienteering Western
Australia has kindly agreed to host the 2019 Australian
Middle and Sprint championships in conjunction with
the 2019 Australian 3-Days.
The Events Committee Chair has provided a proposed
schedule of Major Australian Carnivals until 2028,
allocating them to states on the rotational basis which
has been used previously. IOF Regional Championships
are not currently part of this schedule.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
Australian Champs
2017

NSW

2018

QLD

Oceania Champs
AUST

2019

MTB
WOC

MTB
JWOC

MTB
WMOC

2017

LTU

LTU

FRA

2018

AUT

AUT

HUN

2019

DEN

DEN
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Foot Orienteering

SA – NOL races – Jenny Casanova, Robin Uppill

Aust 3 Days
Champs

Australian
Champs

Oceania
Champs

2017

-

NSW

NZ

2018

TAS

SA

2019

WA

ACT

2020

NSW

TAS

AUST

2021

NZ

2022
2023

AUST

WOC

JWOC

WMOC

2017

EST

FIN

NZL1

2018

LAT

HUN

DEN

2019

NOR

DEN

LAT

2020

DEN

World Games
2016
2017

World Cup
POL, CZE, SWE, SUI

POL

2018

FIN, EST, LAT, SUI
SUI, LAT, NOR, CZE

2019
2020
2021

USA

World Masters Games allocated to Auckland in 2017.

Controlling – Foot Orienteering
National Events 2016
The work of the following OA Level 3 controllers for
Group A events is acknowledged from 2016:
VIC - NOL Sprints – Ted Van Geldermalsen, Barry
McCrae, Jim Russell, Warwick Williams
ACT - Aust 3 Days –Dennis Trewin, Ann Scown, Bruce
Bowen, Bill Jones
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TAS – NOL races – Roger Harlow, John Brammall
QLD - Australian Champs – Mark Petrie, Rob Rapkins,
Liz Bourne, Eric Andrews, Anna Sheldon
Controllers’ reports were received following some
of these events, but in Eric’s absence it has not been
possible to chase them up as thoroughly as he had
done previously.

IOF Event Advising
IOF Event Advisers for WREs in 2016 were: Ted Van
Geldermalsen (Vic sprint), David Hogg (Australian
3-Days sprint & middle) , Jenny Casanova (Ultralong,
Aust middle champs), John Brammall (WOC trials
long), Liz Bourne (Aust long champs), Blair Trewin
(Aust sprint champs). There will be a lesser number of
WREs hosted by Australia in 2017, partly because of
a shortage of willing host states and also the Oceania
Regional Championships are being held in NZ.

Controller Accreditation
The ASC Level 2 controllers’ curriculum has been
revised by the Manager Coaching and Officiating
Development and requires signing off by the OA
Director, Technical. A number of states held Level
1 and/or Level 2 workshops in 2016, as L1 & L2
accreditations are processed by state technical
coordinators. Since the end of 2015, the expiry
period for all controllers at all levels should now be
4 years, however the points for reaccreditation can
be accumulated from activities undertaken over the
preceding 8 years.
The Level 3 curriculum expired at the end of 2015 and
technically, no new accreditations can be processed
at this level until the updated version is approved by
ASC; OA is seeking to contract Bob Mouatt to do the
revision. Once this is completed a level 3 controllers’
workshop will be held in the second half of 2016 with
focus on the number of L3 controllers required by
states hosting major carnivals in 2018/19.

Mapping
ISOM20xx Revision
The revision of ISOM2000 is now entering its 9th
year! During this time numerous comments and
submissions on behalf of Orienteering Australia have
been made, with the last major submission made
January 2016, see http://orienteering.asn.au/index.
php/mapping-committee/ In preparing the January
2016 submission advice and comments about the
‘draft’ was received from many local orienteers. The
Map Commission also received feedback from Norway,
Portugal, USA, France, Finland, Slovenia, Sweden, New
Zealand and Austria. At this year’s Easter Mapping
Meeting discussion focused on the status of the ‘final
draft’ as it was actually an incomplete document and
only when the draft is complete can it be judged as a
whole.

managed by Noel Schoknecht to investigate and
research the possibilities of producing a single base
map image derived from LIDAR data. In particular,
several workshop sessions are currently being
planned with Airborne Research Australia (http://
www.airborneresearch.com.au/) at Parafield, SA,
to amongst other things define the data parameters
needed to produce orienteering base maps. Also a NSW
orienteer has made a donation to the Australian Sports
Foundation for mapping development with this being
used to assist investigations into the application of
LIDAR for map making.
An example of hill shading, rock extrapolation,
vegetation and contours covering a section of Para
Wirra orienteering map in SA is shown below.

Map Scale and Terrain
There is a view that some terrains considered suitable
for Middle Distance should be permitted to use 1:15000
size symbols at the map scale of 1:10000, or indeed
perhaps use at any scale that best suits the terrain at
hand ie simple spur gully country could be mapped at
say 1:20000, Granite at 1:15000 and complex mining
terrain mapped at say 1:10000. This is currently not
permitted under ISOM2000 where a 1:10000 scale
map must be a strict enlargement of the 1:15000 scale
map (and which is mapped with regards to rules
about simplification, generalization and legibility).
Ultimately this is a topic for wider discussion and
input particularly from the Athletes and Technical
Commissions.

LIDAR Investigations
LIDAR data is rapidly becoming the new benchmark
source material for orienteering base maps. LIDAR
data can produce highly accurate detailed base maps
such as contours, hill shading, vegetation density and
height and rock detail. There are already computer
programs that can automatically generate orienteering
base maps from LIDAR. While some mappers in
Australia have used LIDAR, there is ongoing research
to further develop its application for map making
in an Australian context. In this regard a significant
donation (from a local orienteer) made available
through the Australian Sports Foundation is being
Eric Andrews 1943 -2016
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Sadly this year saw the passing of Eric Andrews. Not only will he be remembered as one of Australia’s finest
mappers but also for his contribution to mapping in both his home state of Queensland and at the National
level. Eric had an ‘eye for detail’ as evident by his artistic skills in some 200 plus orienteering maps throughout

Eric Andrews 1943 -2016
Sadly this year saw the passing of Eric Andrews. Not
only will he be remembered as one of Australia’s finest
mappers but also for his contribution to mapping
in both his home state of Queensland and at the
National level. Eric had an ‘eye for detail’ as evident
by his artistic skills
in some 200 plus
orienteering maps
throughout Australia.
His mapping will live
on through continued
use of his ‘BATMAPS’
such as ‘Prelinna /
Mannawarra’ (SA) and
‘The Cascades North’
(QLD).
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Officiating Development

Accreditation Cards

John Scown continued in the position of Orienteering
Australia (OA) Manager, Coaching and Officiating
Development up until March 2016, and then helped
transition the workload over to Jim Mackay.

Controller Education Syllabi
The current status of the Australian Sports
Commission (ASC) approved Official (Controller)
syllabi under the National Official Accreditation
Scheme (NOAS) are:
•
•
•

Level ‘1’ Official (Controller) expires 29/9/2018.
Level ‘2’ Official (Controller) expired 31/12/2015 –
revisions are underway.
Level ‘3’ Official (Controller) expired 21/11/2015.

Production and posting of accreditation cards has
continued during 2016, with 26 mailed out in March,
and 25 in December.
Jenny Casanova
Director High Performance
with assitance from
Jim Mackay
Manager, Coaching & Officiating
Anna Sheldon
Chair, Technical Committee
Adrian Uppill
Chair, Mapping Committee
Greg Hawthorne
Chair, Events Committee

Accreditation of Controllers
The numbers of accredited controllers and IOF
Event Advisors at 11 March 2017 is listed below with
equivalent figures from the last five years.
Controller numbers have rebounded to where they
were 2 years ago.
As in past years the gap between the numbers of
male and female controllers is much larger than for
coaches.

Table: Controllers 2016
Accredited Controllers 2012 - 2017
Females

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
IOF
TOTAL

Males

Total

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

13

13

16

26

25

18

40

29

40

60

55

41

53

42

56

86

80

59

19

14

16

20

22

18

72

62

62

77

84

53

91

46

78

97

106

71

8

8

8

10

10

9

38

30

48

48

48

49

46

38

56

58

58

58

4

5

4

4

2

2

13

13

13

13

10

12

18

18

17

17

12

14

44

40

44

60

59

47

163

134

163

198

197

155

207

174

207

258

256

202
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Media and Communications
2

016 saw a busy schedule in the Media &
Communications portfolio dominated by
preparations for the digital Australian Orienteer and
implementing changes to Eventor.
Preparing to publish a digital version of the Australian
Orienteer for members was a priority in 2016. Several
publishing platforms were explored with a decision
being made to adopt ISSUU (https://issuu.com/
orienteeringaustralia/). The magazine is available on
the web, through the Orienteering Australia Facebook
page or via an app on your favourite digital device.
The March 2017 issue will be the first to be made
available as a digital version. Hardcopy versions
will still be available to members for the foreseeable
future. Contact your state association to confirm
your preferred method of receiving the Australian
Orienteer.
The move to digital publishing allows digital media
such as links and videos to be embedded in the
magazine creating a more dynamic and engaging
publication. It also means the time to publishing
is substantially shorter and, as a result, the digital
version of the Australian Orienteer will be available
online a few weeks earlier than the hardcopy.

Orienteering Australia also decided to invest a
portion of funds to publishing back copies of the
Australian Orienteer to ISSUU. This will result in a
comprehensive, searchable repository of the magazine
over time.
Making the Australian Orienteer available as a
digital publication increases our ability to engage
with a broader audience, grow the readership and
ultimately expand sponsorship. A unified repository
of orienteering publications would be beneficial to this
goal. Orienteering Australia extend states and clubs
the offer of hosting their digital publications on the
ISSUU platform.
The remaining grant monies received in 2015 for
further Eventor develop were deployed in 2016.
Integrating our development requirements into
the broader Eventor development program was
challenging. However, with an Increasing user
base which includes the International Orienteering
Federation (IOF), Orienteering Australia is convinced
that Eventor has been the best option since 2013.
The original Eventor licence agreement expires
at the end of 2017. Negotiations with the Swedish
Orienteering Federation (SOF) will start in the first
half of 2017 to determine the options going forward.
Orienteering Australia will be seeking to negotiate
a financially sustainable outcome that allows us
to access the increasing variety
of functionality in the Eventor
ecosystem.
Finally, I would personally
like to acknowledge the work
undertaken by Shane Jenkins
who manages the web site, Jack
Dowling who responded to many
of the Eventor support requests
and Ian Rathbone who spearheaded the recent developments of
Eventor. Their contributions have
been instrumental in progressing
the priorities of the Media and
Communications portfolio.

Craig Fuerherdt
Director, Media and Communications
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Table 1: National Orienteering Website Hits,
2015 - 2016
OA Website

Eventor Australia Website

Jan-Jun 2015

23,657

79,746

Jul-Dec 2015

2,317

71,122

Jan-Jun 2016

1,432

89,559

Jul-Dec 2016

1,591

81,545

Table 2: OA Facebook Likes, 2014 - 2016
Date

Likes

30 Jun 2014

1,064

31 Dec 2014

1,249

30 Jun 2015

1,401

31 Dec 2015

1,625

30 Jun 2016

1,800

31 Dec 2016

1,958
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Participation and Membership
Funding

I

n 2016 the Australian Sports Commission provided
$200,000 in funding for Participation development
projects and $87,000 in funding for the Orienteering
Sporting Schools Program. Of the $200,000, an
amount of $43,000 was deducted for Whole of Sport
funding phasing out in the second half of 2015, leaving
a budget of $157,000, supplemented by carry over
unspent Participation funding from 2015.

Participation Development Projects In 2016
The budgeted Participation projects in 2016 were as per
the following table, with a total budget of $184,240. The
single largest funded project was the $20,000 Maprun
Smartphone orienteering app program developed
by Peter Effeney in Brisbane. This is cutting edge
technology aimed at engaging the same demographic
which has made Pokemon Go so popular in the general
community, but also providing an excellent tool for
training of elite orienteers and an organisational
option for club events which greatly reduces the
workload in putting out and retrieving control f lags
and processing of results, as Maprun uploads directly
to the internet as a person participates. The funding
supported further development and testing of the
app and a full scale competition in Brisbane called
Maprunners that was conducted in the spring. Peter
has also begun training in use of the technology in
other states.
One of the challenges of the Sporting Schools program
in primary schools has been how best to encourage
participation in club orienteering by children who
received Sporting Schools coaching lessons at their
schools. To this end there were several quite different
projects funded from Participation funds aimed at
bridging this pathway for children and their parents:
•
•
•
•

•

School holiday pilot program in Sydney
Sporting Schools to School Sport project in
Brisbane
Sportident equipment for school and squad
training activities in Adelaide
Explore the South West miniseries for 10 to 15 year
olds and the Great Southern Region Permanent
Courses project for schools orienteering in
Western Australia
The Building on Sporting Schools initiative and
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•

East Coast orienteering development program for
schools in Tasmania
The permanent orienteering courses in Northern
Territory population centres project and the
remote communities mapping and teaching
project in the Northern Territory.

Most of these projects were 2 year initiatives
continuing in 2017, at the end of which the outcomes
can be fully evaluated. One exciting project with the
potential for considerable increases in participation
was the Scout Leader Level 0 coaching program,
building on the success of the very popular Suburban
Adventure Racing series for scouts in Melbourne. This
project did not commence in 2016; it is hoped that it
will do so in 2017.
In 2016 Alice Springs provided one of the most
satisfying outcomes of ASC funding investment
of maps, training and start up competitions when
orienteering was included very successfully in the
Alice Springs Masters Games and afterwards an Alice
Springs orienteering club was formed to organise an
ongoing program of orienteering events.

Table: Participation Projects, 2016
PROJECT

$
South Australia

National
National administration of Participation and Sporting
Schools

17000

Attendance at ASC Participation, Sporting Schools & CEO
Forums

1000

Website beginner information enhancement

1500

Monthly Enews

1200

New South Wales
Permanent courses project for 3 locations

16350

School holiday pilot program

14500

Victoria
New Ballarat urban series

5500

Club development project in Maryborough

2500

Bendigo Park and Street Series

5000

MTBO promotional events targetting students and women

5840

Scout leader Level 0 coach training program

5000

Queensland
Maprun Smartphone orienteering courses program

20000

Sporting Schools to School Sport project (event program of
regional champs)

6500

Sunshine Coast street and park orienteering development

9500

Warwick street orienteering program year SA:

2800

Sporting Schools Program
In 2016 Sporting Schools orienteering lessons funded
by the Australian Sports Commission (ASC) Sporting
Schools Program (SSP) were delivered to almost
11,000 primary schoolchildren in 142 schools around
Australia. To put this in context, the ASC funded 5,216
primary schools to run SSP lessons for 32 sports. The
average funding is around $1,700 for a school term
for a school to run SSP coaching in two sports, and a
minimum of 4 lessons must normally be provided.
The SSP goal of these lessons is to “deliver a quality
Sporting Schools experience using nationally endorsed
products supported by NSO-endorsed coaches that can
also support your school’s curriculum”. The OK-GO set
of 7 orienteering lessons developed by Orienteering

SportIdent equipment for schools and squad training
activities

6370

MTBO promotional events targetting students and women

7620

Western Australia
Explore the South West (2 mini-series targetting 10-15 year
olds)

10470

Great Southern Region Permanent Courses project for
schools orienteering

13190

Tasmania
Building on Sporting Schools initiative (free weekend
activities)

6600

East Coast orienteering development program for schools

7000

Northern Territory
Permanent orienteering courses in NT population centres
($1500 per course)

13500

Mapping & teaching orienteering to 6 remote NT
communities

5300

TOTAL

184240

NSW is supplemented by a one day Department of
Education sponsored professional learning course
for teachers. The kit and course were produced to
school curriculum standards and endorsed by the
NSW Department of Education as meeting curriculum
and teacher Professional Development qualification
standards. The kit is designed so that teachers with
very little orienteering experience can deliver an
authentic and progressive orienteering program. At
the end of 7 lessons, a group of children undergoing
the program have the skills to do introductory level
line and score courses on their own. OK-GO is used in
some states to teach SSP orienteering but not others.
A goal of the ASC and OA is to ensure that non OK-GO
lessons meet curriculum standards for delivery by
teachers and that these lessons are included on the
relevant SSP, OA and state association websites as
Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2016 19

OA-endorsed lessons. This is particularly important
not just in meeting ASC standards but because state
orienteering associations will never have enough
qualified Level 0 coaches to run SSP orienteering for
hundreds of schools around Australia; hence they
need to conduct accredited Level 0 coach Professional
Development courses for teachers to provide the
lessons in their schools, with the lesson plan course
material meeting Education Department standards.
The ASC has advised that engagement with the schools
sector to integrate SSP lessons into the day to day
primary schools curriculum is a major priority.
A new booking system was introduced in Term 4 by
the ASC; this was run in parallel with the existing
system of coordinating programs. The long term goal
of the ASC is to only allow programs to proceed if they
have been booked through the online booking system.
To do this requires each of the 32 approved sports
to have a national product with consistent content,
pricing and professional development. This was still a
work-in-progress for OA at the end of 2016 at the public
school level.
In addition to the 142 schools and almost 11,000
students for which SSP orienteering was delivered
in 2016, a major benefit for the sport was that an
estimated 150 new level 0 coaches were trained
and over 120 new maps of primary schools were
produced. A goal is to get these new coaches in the
communications loop and build a strong coaching base
from which to train increased numbers of level 1 and
level 2 coaches over time. The considerable increase
in numbers of primary school maps will provide new
opportunities for sprint events, especially when maps
of primary and secondary campuses can be linked.
Of the 32 SSP sports, athletics is reportedly the most
popular and orienteering among the least in terms
of the numbers of schools engaged. This is not just
because orienteering is a smaller sport but because:
•

•

many of the schools interested in orienteering
which have approached us are small bush schools
which are just too far away to provide a mapper or
a coach
orienteering of its nature has increased costs not
experienced by sports which have ovals, footy
fields and indoor facilities already provided. The
extra costs included mapping, planning control
sites for lessons, and the extra time it takes to put
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•

out and bring in control f lags
orienteering does not have a big workforce of paid
or voluntary coaches available to run orienteering
lessons in primary schools to an unlimited
number of schools.

A huge benefit of the ASC funding has been that many
schools, particularly in less advantaged areas, that
may have been interested in orienteering prior to 2015
simply did not have the money to pay for mapping
and lessons then, but do now. The ASC, to its credit,
during 2015 and 2016, also provided major amounts of
administration support funding to assist in getting SSP
orienteering off the ground. This is being significantly
reduced in 2017 in the expectation that each state
operate a business model of recovering the admin cost
through user charging schools for mapping, coaching
and teacher Professional Development training. The
2016 OA Conference considered whether to continue to
be part of the program on this basis, and decided to do
so.
However, the Conference also decided that the
main Sporting Schools strategic priority will be to
be included in the high schools Sporting Schools
orienteering program when that is rolled out by the
ASC. The ASC has advised that orienteering will not
be included in a high schools program until it is fully
prepared to deliver an effective program. The main
requirements will be to develop a set of Education
Department standard lesson plans for years 7 and 8,
pilot test and refine them, have agreement from all
states to use them, and train a coaching workforce to
deliver them. This process will take place in 2017 and
2018.

John Harding
Executive Officer

Table 1: Registered Orienteers, 2014 to 2016
2014
Membership Category

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA & NT

TAS

ACT

TOTAL

Full financial

1,108

462

660

279

275

269

411

3,391

Associate

134

-

15

79

188

-

-

416

School club

150

1,882

-

-

315

-

91

2,438

Non-members in club events

403

996

2,120

225

228

469

850

5,291

Non-members in corporate/scout
events

91

-

-

-

-

-

-

91

1,796

3,340

2,815

580

1,006

738

1,352

11,627

Membership Category

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA & NT

TAS

ACT

TOTAL

Full financial

1,099

661

697

246

454

267

442

3,866

Associate

80

1

10

80

-

-

-

171

School club

150

1,764

22

361

100

69

2,496

208

-

-

-

TOTAL

2015

Other financial members

709

501
1,102

6,384

-

-

-

666

768

1,613

13,608

WA

SA & NT

TAS

ACT

TOTAL

572

221

391

274

474

3,933

1

12

-

140

-

-

328

50

23

10

276

-

-

56

415

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Non-members in club events

639

2,083

471

130

278

732

1,069

5,402

Non-members in corporate/scout
events

4,071

1,892

-

-

-

-

-

5,963

-

2,500

-

-

-

-

-

-

6,224

7,211

1,065

627

809

1,006

1,599

16,041

Non-members in club events

208

2,710

1,116

1,116

112

Non-members in corporate/scout
events

15

1,000

-

-

-

1,552

6,374

1,845

1,803

Membership Category

NSW

VIC

QLD

Full financial

1,289

712

Associate

175

School club
Other Financial Members

TOTAL

2016

Permanent course user payers
TOTAL
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Table 2: Events and Participants - 2014 to
2016
2014

Events

Participants

Av. per Event

NSW

296

24,952

84.3

VIC

391

29,829

76.3

QLD

214

10,756

50.3

SA and NT

116

5,764

49.7

WA

57

7,572

132.8

TAS

93

8,317

89.4

ACT

163

10,348

63.5

Total

1,330

97,538

73.3

2015

Events

Participants

Av. per Event

NSW

264

20,415

77.3

VIC

467

34,681

74.3

QLD

185

7,695

41.6

SA and NT

142

9,532

67.1

WA

56

4,757

84.9

TAS

98

13,122

133.9

ACT

123

11,584

94.2

Total

1,335

101,786

76.2

2016

Events

Participants

Av. per Event

NSW

334

31,661

92.0

VIC

382

28,539

74.7

QLD

194

11,661

60.1

SA and NT

103

7,337

71.2

WA

71

4,932

69.5

TAS

81

7,138

88.1

ACT

112

13,807

123.3

Total

1,287

105,075

81.6

Notes:
i Excludes Sporting Schools events in 2015 and Active After Schools
in earlier years.
ii Excludes persons paying to use permanent courses
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Table 3: Recruitment and Retention, 2013 to 2016
Year

Total Members

New Members

Renewals

Non-Renewals

% New

% Non-renewing

2013

5,119

2,648

2,648

1,081

48.3

21.1

2014

3,825

1,220

2,605

1,260

31.9

32.9

2015

4,272

1,289

2,983

911

30.2

21.3

2016

5,297

1,812

3,485

1,306

34.2

24.7

Source: Eventor club membership database
Note: These figures have been compiled from summing figures for each orienteering club in Australia. They should be treated with caution as some orienteers will non-renew
with their club and take out membership with another club, either within their state or in another state or in another country.

Table 4: Sporting Schools Orienteering, 2016
Number of Schools

Total

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

OA No. of Sporting Schools (endorsed or known teacher)

148

29

45

38

38

ASC No. of Sporting Schools (TOTAL)

192

34

72

50

36

ASC No. of Sporting Schools (endorsed coach)

120

18

37

39

26

ASC No. of Sporting Schools (teacher)

35

8

14

13

-

ASC No. of Sporting Schools (not endorsed or not known)

29

8

21

-

-

Participants

Total

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

ASC (Sporting Schools Participants) endorsed and not endorsed

6,778

1,175

2,070

1,984

OA (Sporting Schools Participants)

10,898

5,524

3,347

2,086

Participations

Total

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

OA (Sporting Schools Participations)

60,605

-

-

-

-

1. 2016 ASC totals include many programs not endorsed
2. 2016 T4 totals were temporary. Final numbers never received.
3. OA has not asked SSOs for participant numbers.
Sources: ASC and OA

Table 5: Accredited Controllers and
Coaches, 2009 to 2016
Controllers

Coaches

Dec 2009

224

174

Feb 2011

264

168

Feb 2012

202

190

Feb 2013

256

176

Feb 2014

258

142

Feb 2015

207

123

Mar 2016

174

78

Mar 2017

207

110
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High Performance and Coaching
O

ur programs and the structures across the athlete
pathway, continued to support the development
of a pipeline of athletes and our High Performance
achievements. While these activities are pleasing,
there is still much that should be done to strengthen
the athlete pathway and its foundations to drive
achievement, participation and transition between
clubs, states and national programs.
In the face of a loss of all funding for High
Performance from the Australian Sports Commission,
there has ironically been strengthening of many
structures across key tiers of our athlete pathway. We
have accomplished many of our athlete pathway goals
yet there are still key activities to initiate, develop
and support into the future so we may maintain
and achieve participation in a smooth, integrated,
developmental pathway which links effectively with
states and clubs. A key linking program at the national
level is a comprehensive Trans-Tasman competition
schedule engaging youth from state squads. While the
development of most of our programs went to plan,
attention needs to be devoted to key strategic aims,
particularly coach development, and collaborative
linking programs developed and supported at the state
level.
Across the FTEM levels (Foundation, Talent, Elite,
Mastery) there have been significant achievements.
The basis of our program across FTEM levels has
strengthened in key areas during the challenging
conditions in 2016. At various levels, there has been
development of the drivers of High Performance
(athletes, coaching, competition structures, leadership
and management, training environment and camps,
and innovation). These developments were pleasing
because significant time and resources in 2016 were
devoted to insuring ‘business as usual’. Significantly,
2016 has been a year of transition and succession
that also involved planning for the major funding
challenges that are now on the horizon.
Over the last 3 years, the increased level of activities
in our programs, which aim to strengthen athlete
development and participation, is bearing fruit. In
2016, we achieved increased participation in the
junior pipeline, some very promising individual
achievements and some development of linking
programs between systems.
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Linking programs have developed through the
momentum developed in National programs and
collaborative efforts of national squad athletes
initiating state squad activities. While this organic
development is positive, there is much more scope for
formalising these programs to strengthen the athlete
pathway and wider participation. Understanding
how to develop, support and resource collective action
is vital. It would be ideal of this occurred across our
systems to harness and involve youth as partners in
our programs at all levels.
At the 2016 Australian Championships, Junior Elite
participation numbers were very good, in particular
the Male Junior Elite division was the strongest it
has been for many years. We have a crop of talented
juniors who we should continue to nurture so they
can reach their potential. While developmentally, we
can be pleased with the accomplishments of Aston Key
at the European Junior Championships (Unofficially
1st), we hope to continue to support this cohort as a
whole into the elite ranks as partners in our state
and national programs in the challenging financial
environment ahead. 2016 has seen the infrastructure
put in place for fundraising through the Australian
Sports Foundation to assist with this. What is unclear
is the balance of funding sources required to enable
a wide range of athletes, across age groups, access to
our programs while also being partners at a state and
national level. Clarifying this will be a focus for 2017
so that 2018 programs are sustainable. Athletes are
already facing high personal costs to participate in
some aspects of the program. JWOC team members
will have to find about $4000 each to pay for airfares
and contribute to other costs and personal costs for
WOC are similar. This makes it hard to compete at an
international level each year.
At the top international level, the 2016 World
Orienteering Championships, we achieved a key
benchmark. After finishing 19th in the 2016 relay
and with a range of solid individual performances
the Australian men’s team was promoted to WOC
division 2 (now qualifying 2 middle and long final
spots for 2017). The first half of the relay was excellent
for Australia, with Julian Dent finishing the first
leg in 10th place and Simon Uppill climbing to 9th
early in the course. This promotion for the men is a
significant achievement and will enable a stronger
competition pathway for our elite Men in 2017. The
recent lack of opportunities to compete at WOC has

been a disincentive for athletes so this is a significant
achievement. In other disciplines the team’s
achievements at the championships were strong with
2 top 20 performances; Natasha Key 19th in the Sprint
and as a team, 20th in the Sprint Relay. Our women
continue to perform well but are now placed lower
in Division 2 finishing 17th in the relay, with only
1min01s separating 11th to 17th places.
Our second tier development program has shown
outstanding progress with increased status, attention
and coaching support. The Trans-Tasman test series
has grown, particularly in the junior ranks, with a
6v6 matchup being the norm. This junior division was
non-existent 2 years ago and is now supported by our
athletes and New Zealand counterparts.
We continued participation in the World University
Championships (WUOC). This prestigious, biannual,
international event attracts a highly competitive field
and in 2016 the Australian team, who do not get much
experience in relays - let alone sprint relays - had a
very impressive performance finishing in 13th place at
only 5:14 down on the winners. All athletes had quality
runs with only some small errors, but the combined
result of 13th, which is four places higher than two
years ago, is an indication of the success of this key
pathway competition structure and our potential in
the sprint discipline. Krystal Neumann was 14th on
her leg, Henry McNulty 12th, Ian Lawford 11th and
Michele Dawson was 17th on her last leg. Importantly,
OA Head Coach Nick Dent coached the team. On the
other days of competition, the Sprint, Middle and
Long disciplines proved challenging and an important
learning ground for international competition.
Notable performances were Belinda Lawford 24th in
the sprint, Krystal Neumann 30th in the long, Henry
McNulty (still a junior) 36th in the sprint and Michele
Dawson 40th in the middle.

At the Junior World Orienteering Championships in
Scuol Switzerland during the sprint final, on a sunny
and hot day the Australian team celebrated the first
Australian on the podium at JWOC since 2007. Henry
McNulty finished a fantastic run in equal 6th place
in a time of 13:20 just 3 seconds from 4th. Lanita Steer
had a very steady run to finish in a commendable
26th. In the middle final, Matt Doyle who was the last
starter on the men’s course, had a very impressive run
in this challenging terrain to finish strongly and he
ended up in 18th place. Promising performances by our
younger females rounded off a pleasing JWOC team
performance.
At all levels, across all systems, our coaching
resources continue to need developing. While we
have not seen an increase in our coaching pool, 2016
saw the intentional initiation of support structures,
resources and plans in this area. The recruitment and
appointment of Barbara Hill to the coach development
position aims to assist states coordinate coaching
and streamline the accreditation and reaccreditation
of coaches. The appointment has resulted in the
development of plans and processes that will support
this area in 2017. These initiatives aim to support state
directors of coaching to understand how to recognise
and endorse coaches at different levels which has been
a barrier to coach accreditation and reaccreditation
over the years.

These second tier development pathway activities,
WUOC and test matches, are essential as both
are key stepping stones and a focus for program
engagement during the transition from junior to
senior international elite. It is crucial to retain this in
the face of the financial challenges ahead if we are to
retain young adults in the sport at this level. The active
involvement of senior coaching staff is crucial.
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June 2016 saw the retirement of a range of key HP
coaching staff. Two key senior positions became
vacant with Head Coach/HP administrator Nick Dent
and long standing WOC coach Tom Quayle retiring
after many years of outstanding service developing
athletes along the pathway and supporting coach
development. Karen Blatchford JWOC manager
retired, as did our squad coach Roch Prendergast.
Positions descriptions in these roles were refined
and a strong leadership team of Ian Prosser (HP
Administrator) and Jim Russell (Head Coach)
appointed in July to lead the next stage of development
of the athlete pathway and support structures. There
will likely continue to be a transition of personnel as
others who have given dedicated service retire from
their roles. There needs to be continued attention to
succession planning but it is heartening to see several
retired elite competitors, who benefited from the early
years of the program, starting to take leadership roles
and contribute back to the program, often starting at a
club and state level.
At the beginning of the year, Sprint Canberra and the
coinciding National Sprint Training Camp held at
the AIS, engaged new and previous, national squad
members. This camp was open to juniors and seniors
from all national squads as well as newly identified
Talent ID Athletes from across states. This start to the
year was again a great success and integrated new
squad members by engaging our talented youth from
across states. It brought together a range of age groups
enabling state athletes to have exposure to accessible
role models (a few years their senior) and helped
to develop social connectedness amongst national
and state squads. Talks from past and current elites,
Grant Bluett, Jo Allison, Ralph Street and Julian Dent,
were recorded so squad athletes, who were not in
attendance, could access these presentations in the
future via the Athlete Management Platform (AMP).
The Swiss talent ID diagnostics test kit was purchased
and used as an assessment tool to identify areas to
focus on for success as an athlete.
Another training camp was held after Easter in
Canberra with a focus on forest orienteering. This
week long camp, held after the Easter carnival, was
also well attended and had a focus on steep terrain
for JWOC in Switzerland. This camp also aimed to
introduce younger juniors, and talent ID athletes,
to the approaches needed to develop into elites at
the state level. It was well attended by these up and
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coming juniors who learnt a great deal by training
alongside the best juniors in the country.
In June, a strong contingent of senior and junior
Bushrangers (and other HP squad members) travelled
to NZ for the AUS-NZ Test Match, which for the first
time officially recognised a Junior Elite Division
(MW17-20E). This new competition structure attracted
a range of juniors (some of whom were not aspiring
to JWOC in 2016) along the development pathway. It
is very gratifying that this second tier pathway has
finally come to fruition - to provide a focus to drive
engagement and development at a previous pathway
gap. In parallel with this, is a developing focus for
MW16. This new competition structure, engaging
state based youth, shows great potential to develop
the younger pipeline of athletes through a state team
competition format.
This informal MW16 competition attracted some of
our state based juniors and their state coaches. There
is potential for this format to develop further in the
future. This should be formalised more fully with
NZ and states. This structure, where a focus and
format is provided for state squads to be involved in,
has also been successfully utilised at a national level
and was used in the New Zealand training camp
held in December and collaboratively organised by
Queensland and National Coaches Su Yan Tay and
Wendy Read, with support from the newly appointed
OA coach Jim Russell.
The week long training camp was held north of
Wellington on the complex sand dune terrain
west of Levin in preparation for the 2017 Oceania
championships to be held on similar terrain near
Auckland. All state squads were invited to attend with
state squads organising their own accommodation
and transport. The camp was highly successful and

brought together a strong coaching team and a wide
cross section of athletes from Junior to Masters level.
This organisational structure can be used into the
future to build alignment between national and state
programs. Both the MW16 NZ state based competition
format and the recent NZ training camp have great
potential as a participation structure and should be
formalized into a calendar and competition format in
the coming years.
At the base of the athlete pathway, Sporting Schools
has provided a focus on coach development and
access to coaching resources at the Foundation level
supporting the delivery of quality, introductory
activities available to schools as well as clubs. We
continue to have a highly successful Australian
Schools Orienteering Championship (ASOC). State
and national programs are well placed to develop
transition and linking programs to and from the
Australian Schools Orienteering Championships,
as well further develop stronger links between
school and club activities. Both of these have assisted
the development and involvement of our junior
coaches and are a breeding ground for further junior
coach development at the state level. 2016 saw the
appointment of Rohan Hyslop to the position of School
Sport Australia National Secretary.

•
•
•
•

sprint relay
World University Championships; Top 30
Sprint 24th Belinda Lawford, Long 30th Krystal
Neumann
Trans-Tasman Test matches – victory on home turf
Junior World Orienteering Championships,
Switzerland, Podium result, 6th Henry McNulty,
Junior World Orienteering Championships Top 20;
Matt Doyle Middle 18th and Top 30 Lanita Steer
26th

Underpinning our accomplishments and ensuring
future development, the 2016 season presented
a vibrant and internationally relevant, domestic
competition (aiming to be planned 2 years in advance).
The National Orienteering League was again a success
in 2016 with rounds being held in Melbourne - Sprint
Weekend (Vic), Canberra (ACT), Flinders Rangers (SA),
St Helens (TAS) and Gold Coast / Stanthorpe (QLD).
A highlight for the events held during the National
Carnival week and at the Canberra Easter events was
live, online commentary including video. A strong
program of events across four states has started for
2017 and plans for 2018 are well advanced. NOL races
are a good opportunity for states to promote new maps
and quality terrains nationally, as a complement to
their own competition schedules and promotions.

The ASADA online education programs have been
mandated for all national squads, and a match fixing
policy incorporated into athlete contracts. Athletes
were required to make squad applications and to
provide a review of their personalised development
plan and season goals. During the squad application
process, it is highlighted to athletes the processes
in place to cater for disjointed athlete pathways.
Athletes may deselect and reselect themselves into
squads depending on their life circumstances, without
penalty in the future.
At the highest competition level, while we have not
achieved all our objectives, we are very proud of our
performances at many levels and have had significant
international achievements:
•
•
•

World Championships, Sweden, 20th Sprint Relay.
Men promoted to tier 2,
World Championships, Sweden, Top 40, Sprint Natasha Key 19th, Leon Keely 39th, Long - Julian
Dent 35th, Middle - Vanessa Round 36th
World University Championships; 13th Mixed
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There were minor changes in team management
positions in 2016. Tom Quayle (WOC Foot) and Wendy
Read (WOC Foot) continued the stewardship of the
Elite High Performance Squad / High Performance
Squad and WOC Team into the middle of the
year. Karen Blatchford JWOC manager continued
preparations with the JWOC team in her last year with
outgoing Head Coach Nick Dent coaching the team
along with Ralph Street and Julian Dent. Caroline
Jackson filled in as MTBO manager/coach role for 2016.
The High Performance programs rely on the gracious
contribution of team officials. Nick Dent, Tom Quayle,
Roch Prendergast and Karen Blatchford have made
significant contributions to the program over many
years. Their commitment to Australian Orienteering
as national coaches over a 10 year period has been
a major contribution to Orienteering Australia and
the development of youth and talent through our
programs.
Susanne Casanova continued as Chair of Junior
Selectors for JWOC and Bushrangers teams and Bruce
Arthur continued as Senior Chair of Selectors.
Our achievements this year would not have been
possible without the continued commitment and
dedication of our coaches and athletes. In addition the
support from parents, clubs and states has added to
our success and enriched the sporting lives of many.
The ‘lion’s’ share of our programs have been driven by
our officers Nick Dent, Kay Haarsma, Ian Prosser and
Jim Russell, and supported by our national and state
level coaches. Although a small sport by Australian
standards, we are a dedicated and passionate group
who strive to bring the vibrancy and professionalism,
evident in big European national teams, to all athletes,
young and old. Thank you to all those who have
contributed to our programs.

Orienteering
Australia would like
to acknowledge the
support from IceBug
for the 2016 National
Orienteering League

Senior Foot Orienteering
2016 National Series Titleholders
Senior Men

Simon Uppill - Southern Arrows

Senior Women

Natasha Key - Victorian Nuggets

Junior Men

Matt Doyle - Victorian Nuggets

Junior Women

Lanita Steer - Victorian Nuggets

2015 National League Titleholders
Senior Men

Canberra Cockatoos

Senior Women

Victorian Nuggets

Junior Men

Victorian Nuggets

Junior Women

Tassie Foresters

World Orienteering Championships (WOC)
Strömstad, Sweden.
The Australian Boomerangs team for the 2016 World
Orienteering Championships were coached and
managed by Tom Quayle and Wendy Read, with Elin
Vedin as team physiotherapist. The competitions
were centred around Strömstad, Sweden. The team
comprised of five women: Jo Allison, Natasha Key,
Krystal Neumann, Aislinn Prendergast and Vanessa
Round; and four men: Julian Dent, Leon Keely, Henry
McNulty and Simon Uppill.
Once again, international rankings determined the
number of athletes able to compete in the Middle and
Long distance races, as qualification heats no longer
apply to these competition formats. Unfortunately the
results from WOC 2015 relegated our men’s team to the
Tier 3 pool of countries, whereby only 1 male athlete
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was able to participate in both the Middle and Long.
The women, however, remained in Tier 2 thus being
entitled to field 2 runners in the individual Middle
and Long races. The individual Sprint, Sprint Relay
and Forest Relay had a full complement of athlete
participation.
In the morning Sprint Qualification races in
Strömstad, Leon Keely (14th in heat) successfully
made it through to the final in his first appearance
in the Australian Senior Team, along with Natasha
Key (7th in heat) in her fifth WOC Sprint competition.
Other runners narrowly missed the top 15-place cut
off, with Krystal Neumann 16th, Aislinn Prendergast
17th, Simon Uppill 21st, and Henry McNulty 22nd.
Both women were less than 8 seconds off the pace,
and the men no more than 30 seconds outside of the
qualification cut-off. Later that afternoon in the Sprint
Finals, Natasha Key ran an outstanding race to finish
in 19th place, with Leon Keely placing a very strong
39th.
Sprint runners had to back up the following day
for the Sprint Relay, with a completely new look
Australian Sprint Relay team: Krystal Neumann, Leon
Keely, Henry McNulty and Natasha Key. None of these
athletes had been in either of the two WOC Sprint
Relay teams, so their final result of 20th place in the
highly technical seaside town was a credit to the team,
and lays a solid foundation for the development of our
Sprint Relay teams for the future.

The Middle Distance race was held to the south
of Strömstad in Tanum, and saw the return of
experienced senior athletes Jo Allison and Julian Dent
to the team, as well as Vanessa Round, a seasoned
middle distance competitor. During the early stages
of the competition, Vanessa had the exciting privilege
of sitting in the winner’s ‘hot seat’, posting a very
fast time compared to the earlier starting athletes.
However, the top ranked runners were to come
through the leader board, which saw Vanessa finishing
36th, Jo Allison 45th and Julian Dent 44th.
The Swedish course setters presented intense,
technical orienteering and epic, long legs in the classic
long distance race held in the rocky terrain to the east
of Strömstad. Wet weather and disintegrating maps
added to the challenge! Julian Dent finished 35th, Jo
Allison 45th and Natasha Key 52nd in the gruelling
conditions.
Returning to the same area as the long distance, but in
much more favourable, sunny weather conditions, the
Relay saw a crowd of some 8000 spectators cheer on
their teams. The men’s team (Julian Dent, Simon Uppill
and Leon Keely) finished in 19th position overall, at
one stage being placed 10th after Dent’s excellent
first leg run. The women’s team (Krystal Neumann,
Vanessa Round and Jo Allison) improved last year’s
result by one place finishing 17th, however, with only
just a minute separating teams placed 11-17th, oh so
close!
Highlights of the competition week included top 20
performances by Natasha Key in the Sprint, and by
all teams in all relay events. These solid performances
have been important significantly for the men’s team,
returning to the pool of tier 2 countries for the 2017
World Championships in Estonia. The women’s team
has retained its position in the tier 2 group of countries
for 2017 (although this has slipped from 11th to 19th
position).
Like previous years, our focus for 2017 will be to
prepare our teams for the demands of unfamiliar
European forest terrains, and to focus strongly on the
sprint events as they provide the most even playing
field for our athletes. The importance of specialization
in the sprint discipline remains key, along with
thorough preparation for all relay events. Goals for
the team include maintaining our rankings in the
tier 2 countries, as well as building on our previous
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successes in the sprint discipline. Opportunities for
additional runners at WOC also arise in 2017 should
Australian athletes win Middle and Long distances
races at the Oceania Championships being held in New
Zealand in April, 2017.
At the conclusion of 2016, Australia was ranked
8th and 12th in the women’s and men’s IOF World
Federation League Table respectively. Points for the
sprint events and middle/long events are combined
for the overall result. Our stronger scores in the sprint
disciplines are consistent in both men’s and women’s
points calculations.

National Rankings For 2017 WOC Team Allocation
Middle And Long Quotas 2017
Women
These 2015/16 results place the women in 19th for
the national ranking for WOC quotas. They are
precariously placed towards the bottom of tier 2, but
still entitled to 2 runners in the middle and long finals
for WOC in Estonia 2017.

Men
These improved 2015/16 results place the men in 21st
position, back into the lower end of tier 2 allowing two
places in the middle and long finals for WOC in Estonia
2017.
Both the Womens and Mens teams will need to
perform well in 2017 to consolidate their tier 2
rankings.

World University Orienteering Championships
(WUOC) Miskolc Hungary.
The Australian team for the 2016 World University
Orienteering Championships, a biannual event,
was coached by national Head Coach, Nick Dent,
and managed by Anna Hyslop. The competitions
were centred around Miskolc, Hungary. The team
comprised of five women: Nicola Blatchford, Michele
Dawson, Belinda Lawford, Heather Muir, Krystal
Neumann, and six men: Andrew Barnett, Lachlan
Dow, Matt Doyle, Ian Lawford, Henry McNulty, Brodie
Nankervis. Our team of athletes came predominantly
from our second tier National Development Squad.
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WUOC Sprint
The Sprint distance was held at Lillafured, a small
town to the west of Miskolc. The map was very small
with the competitors having two maps on the same
page. There was one section of gardens and walls that
was very intricate and provided many short route
choice legs. The competitors ran through this intricate
area twice.
The Australian team had a mixed day with the best
result being Belinda Lawford who was in 24th place.
In the men Henry McNulty was the best Aussie in
36th place. Unfortunately, there was one MP and one
DSQ. Brodie Nankervis missing control 16 and Michele
Dawson running through an out of bounds area that
was marked on the map but not in the terrain.
Other results were, Men: Lachlan Dow in 42nd place,
Ian Lawford in 72nd place. Brodie would have had
a time to be about in 59th place. Women: Krystal
Neumann 42nd place, Heather Muir 59th place, and
Michele would have finished in about 50th place.

WUOC Long Distance
The Long distance appeared be very much a physical
challenge with a distance for the men of 13.8km and
climb of 655m, and for the women a distance of 9.8km
and climb of 420m. This is exactly how it turned out
with longer that expected winning times in a worldclass field.
The best of the Australians on the day was Krystal
Neumann who was 30th. Belinda Lawford was 46th,
with Nicola Blatchford having a steady run to be in
48th place. Heather Muir had a combination of some
technical errors and finished in 61st place.
In the men the best Australian was Lachlan Dow in
46th place, Matt Doyle was in 52nd place and Brodie
Nankervis was in 58th place.
The lesson to take away from this experience is that
at the top international level of orienteering the long
distance event requires endurance and stamina, which
only comes from years of training. The experience will
certainly benefit these athletes’ development towards
improving their performance in long distance events
internationally.

WUOC Sprint Relay
The Sprint Relay was held downtown in Miskolc and
was a very spectacular event with good visibility
of the runners, big screen and also GPS available
in the arena. Relays can be very exciting and this
one certainly was. The comment from those Aussies
present was, “Why don’t we have more events like this
one?”

terrain. Unlike 2015, there was no pre-event camp in
2016, and results were not as good as the previous year.
After the 3 days of racing, the New Zealand Pinestars
had a solid result to take the Aspin-Key Trophy back to
NZ.
M21: Brodie Nankervis 11th 5th 9th Leon Keely 7th 1st
3rd Todd Neve 13th 14th MP

The Australians, who do not get much experience in
relays let alone sprint relays, had a very impressive
team performance finishing in 13th place only 5:14
down on the winners. All runners had good runs
with some small errors but the combined result of
13th, which was four places higher than 2014. Krystal
Neumann was 14th on her leg, Henry McNulty 12th,
Ian Lawford 11th and Michele Dawson was 17th on her
last leg.

W21: Aislinn Prendergast 4th 12th 12th Anna Sheldon
6th 6th 8th Natasha Key 8th 3rd 4th Nicola Blatchford
14th 13th 6th Michele Dawson 14th 13th 6th

WUOC Middle Distance

The Australian Bushrangers secured the overall
victory in the final Test Match for 2016. The male
division was closely contested across in the senior
class. The senior women’s classes swung towards the
Australian Bushrangers over the last weekend.

The middle distance was a long and challenging day
for the Australians. Michele Dawson was the best
placed Aussie in 40th place. Belinda Lawford after a
very slow start sped up to finish in 46th place. Heather
Muir was an early starter and finished in 65th place,
with Nicola Blatchford who was in 70th place at
control 8 mispunching at control 9.
Andrew Barnett who had a very consistent run was
the best of the Aussie men to be in 64th place. Matt
Doyle was running quickly but a small mistake at
control 21 caused him to lose over 1 minute. He finished
in 66th place. Henry McNulty finished in 71st place,
however Brodie Nankervis, who started well and was
in 31st place at control 10, had some problems and he
mispunched control 19 (he was in 57th and control 18).

Trans-Tasman Test Match Series
Round 1 Levin, New Zealand. Overall: NZ Victory
There were three days of competition over the long
weekend in the complex, coastal sand dunes north
of Wellington and west of Levin. Day 1 was a Middle
Distance event at Kuku Beach on forested and rough
open sand dunes. Day 2 (Long Distance) and Day 3
(Multi-day Distance) were World Ranking Events at
Osgiliath and Walda respectively. All provided tough,
technical navigation on sand dunes and challenging
competition against a strong Pinestars team on home

Round 2 Stanthorpe, Australia. Overall: Australian
Victory
There were 2 days of competition over the final
weekend of the Australian Championship carnival
week.

The two rounds held over the final weekend were very
close. The final round in the Middle Distance race was
drawn, both teams locked on 26 points. However, the
two point lead from Saturday’s Long Distance race
to the Australian Elite Males was enough to secure
a narrow win in this class. The Australian women
had a solid victory over the two days of competition.
Australia took out the Test Match overall winning
back the Aspin-Key Trophy after NZ convincingly won
the first Test Match earlier in the year.
M21 AUS 52 v NZ 51
Matt Doyle 11th 13th Ian Lawford 4th 6th Brodie
Nankervis 10th 8th Simon Uppill 2nd 4th
W21 AUS 52 v NZ 38
Jo Allison 1st 9th Natasha Key 2nd 3rd Belinda Lawford
3rd 7th
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Junior Foot Orienteering
Junior World Orienteering Champs, Switzerland
The Junior World Orienteering Championships were
held in Engadin Scuol, Switzerland from 9-15 July 2016.
Twelve of our best Junior Men and Women (U21) were
selected to compete in the technical and steep terrain,
with some events being held at an altitude of 2100m.
Women: Anna Dowling, Zoe Dowling, Tara Melhuish,
Winnie Oakhill, Asha Steer, Lanita Steer
Men: Simeon Burrill, Jarrah Day, Matt Doyle, Patrick
Jaffe, Aston Key, Henry McNulty
Manager: Karen Blatchford.
Coaches: Nick Dent, Julian Dent, and Ralph Street
In the week leading up to JWOC, detailed team
preparation focussing on terrain familiarisation,
mental techniques, technical challenges and team
harmony was held nearby in Sent. It was great to
have two highly regarded elite athletes, Julian Dent
and Ralph Street step in to assist with the coaching
role. Their plans for the week of training included
a structured program for each athlete to help them
prepare for the challenges of the JWOC competition,
particularly for the three debutants to the Australian
JWOC team - Aston Key, Tara Melhuish and Zoe
Dowling. More experienced team members Matt
Doyle, Henry McNulty, Lanita Steer and Anna Dowling
were all competing in their last JWOC before moving
into senior elites. Winnie Oakhill, Asha Steer, Patrick
Jaffe, Simeon Burrill and Jarrah Day competed in their
second JWOC.
The JWOC week of competition is always very
challenging with all athletes competing in five events
over the six day program: Sprint Qualification and
Final, Long Distance, rest day, Middle Qualification,
Middle Final then team Relay. As is the standard for
World Championship events, live streaming and GPS

tracking kept spectators both onsite and online up to
date with the action.
The competition week started in spectacular fashion,
as the team celebrated the first Australian on the
podium at JWOC since 2007. Henry McNulty finished
his fantastic run in equal 6th place in a time of 13:20
just 3 seconds from 4th. Henry was very pleased with
his run and said that he did not think he could have
made up any time. Lanita Steer had a very steady run
to finish in an excellent 26th.
The Long Distance event was held at an altitude over
2000m on a very steep and rocky map. The Australian
team again had some very good performances after
the previous day’s success in the Sprint. Matt Doyle,
who was the last starter on the men’s course, had a
very impressive run to finish strongly in 18th place.
The two youngest members of the team, Aston Key
and Tara Melhuish who were both still 16 years
old, performed very well in their first JWOC Long
Distance event. Aston ran steadily to finish in 55th
place. Tara showed very good resilience to be the best
of the Australian women in 60th place. These two
performances indicate that both young orienteers
have a good future as they develop more with age and
experience.
In the Middle Qualification races, where only the top
20 from each heat progressed through to the A final,
saw Matt Doyle and Henry McNulty continue their
good form, both finishing in 6th place in their heat.
Matt was 3:39mins down on the winner and Henry
only 1:44 min down on the winner, which saw them
qualify easily. Aston Key was very close to qualifying
being only 24 sec behind 20th place. The other men
were all a little off the speed needed to make the A
final and made a few small technical errors. They
competed in the B final. In the women’s Middle
Qualification, Winnie Oakhill just missed out on the
A final, qualifying in 21st place, only 30 sec down on
20th place. The other women were generally happy
with their runs but their speed was not there and a
few technical errors cost them time. In the Middle
Final, Matt Doyle finished in 26th place, with Henry
McNulty in 35th position.
The final event for the Championships was the relay,
with the Men’s team (Doyle, McNulty Key) placing 20th
and the Women’s team (L Steer, Oakhill, Melhuish)
placing 22nd.
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Junior Trans-Tasman Test-Match Series
Round 1 Levin New Zealand Overall Winner: NZ
There were three days of competition over a cold long
weekend in the complex coastal sand dunes north
of Wellington and west of Levin. Day 1 was a Middle
Distance event at Kuku Beach on forested and rough
open sand dunes. Day 2 (Long Distance) and Day 3
(Multi-day Distance) were World Ranking Events at
Osgiliath and Walda respectively. All provided tough,
technical navigation on sand dunes and challenging
competition against a strong Pinestars team on home
terrain. Unlike 2015, there was no pre-event camp in
2016 and results were not as good as in 2015.
The Australian Junior Bushrangers had experience,
with Sebastian O’Halloran (TAS) and Aston Key
(VIC) participating in last year’s NZ training camp
on similar terrain. They took their place in the team
alongside Aidan Dawson (NSW) and Lanita Steer (VIC)
who were members of last year’s successful Junior
Bushrangers. Lanita Steer was joined by her sister
Asha. One Queenslander, Simeon Burrill, made the
Australian Junior Team and all were keen to build
on their performances. The junior team contains
4 debutants at this level, Toby Wilson (NSW), Ella
Johnson (TAS), Rosie Dalheim (VIC), and Joanna
Maynard, the only WA representative in the team. On
home terrain the New Zealanders were strong, and
without a training camp before hand, the Australian
juniors struggled to match last year’s performance.
M20: Aidan Dawson 10th 11th 12th Simeon Burrill 6th
8th 8th Aston Key 7th 7th 6th Toby Wilson 8th 10th 9th
Seb O’Halloran 11th 9th 11th
W20: Lanita Steer 3rd 4th 6th Asher Steer 8th DNS 4th
Joanna Maynard 6th 3rd 8th Rosie Dalheim 11th 8th
10th Ella Johnson 12th MP 12th

Round 2 Qld, Australia (Gold Coast and Stanthorpe)
Overall Winner: Australia
There were 3 days of competition over the Australian
Championship carnival week. The first weekend
the Australian Sprint Championships on the Gold
Coast provided an exciting start to the matchup that
was followed up with Middle and Long Distances on
complex granite terrain at Stanthorpe.

The Australian Bushrangers secured the overall
victory in the final Test Match for 2016. The male
divisions were closely contested in the junior male
division. The junior women’s classes swung strongly
towards the Australian Bushrangers over the last
weekend.
The New Zealand males built on their 2 point lead
in the first round at the Sprint, to have an 18 point
lead after a strong final showing in the last event of
the three race series. The Australian junior women
had a resounding victory to anchor an overall win to
Australia. Australia took out the Test Match overall
winning back the Aspin-Key Trophy, after NZ won the
first Test Match earlier in the year.
W20 AUS 119 NZ 42
Anna Dowling 3rd 3rd Asha Steer 6th 6th 6th Lanita
Steer 1st 1st 1st Tara Melhuish 2nd 5th 4th Zoe Dowling
3rd 2nd 2nd Joanna Maynard 16th 14th Georgia Jones
7th DNF
M20 AUS 71 NZ 90
Patrick Jaffe 2nd,1st 2nd Simeon Burrill 22nd 9th 6th
Stephen Melhuish Sprint 3rd Ashley Nankervis 19th
DNF 11th Jack Neumann DNF 15th Jarrah Day 1st 3rd
Toby Wilson 7th 14th Joseph Dickinson 10th

Australian Schools Championships (ASOC)
The Australian Schools Championships were
conducted around Rathdowney, Queensland on
September 28th - 30th and convened by Reid Moran.
The Schools relay and individual race were ‘broadcast’
with a live video and audio feed over the internet. For
the second time a Sprint event was incorporated into
the Australian Orienteering Schools carnival and
this was held at Palm Beach Currumbin High School.
The relay and individual event were held at Cotswold,
Rathdowney on the scenic rim and provided for an
exciting finish to the program.
The ACT won the Australian Schools Orienteering
Championships for the first time since 2006. They
scored consistently across all three races, and had
enough in hand to be able to withstand a mispunch
in their junior boys’ relay team, winning overall by
five points from Queensland. South Australia, who got
off to a great start through winning three of the four
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sprint races (Angus Haines, Dante Afnan and Joanna
George), came third in their best result since 2003 – a
credit to their coaching staff and State development
programs.
Patrick Jaffe, after being surprised by Haines in the
sprint, came good on the long distance day to win
by more than five minutes, and then anchored the
Victorian senior boys to a relay win. Caroline Pigerre
kept her head whilst others lost theirs to give the
Queenslanders something to cheer about in the senior
girls (Tara Melhuish having won the sprint), while
Tristan Miller took the junior boys. Sofie Saf kova gave
New Zealand their only individual triumph, but their
depth across all classes gave them a comprehensive
victory in the Southern Cross Junior Challenge.
The junior boys’ relay was one of the most dramatic
run in Australia in recent memory. The top four were
within seconds of each other for almost all of the
second and third legs, and it looked to have become a
race in two when Tristan Miller (ACT) and Alvin Craig
(NSW) broke away from Sebastian Sakfa (NZ) on the
climb into the final spectator control, but both went
too high on the second-last control to allow Saf ka to
slip through for the win (as it turned out the ACT had
mispunched anyway).
ASOC scores: ACT 66, QLD 61, SA 58, NSW 47, TAS 43,
VIC 39, WA 13.
Southern Cross Junior Challenge scores: NZ 93, ACT 68,
QLD 61, SA 58, NSW 47, TAS 43, VIC 40, WA 13.
The All-Australian Honour Team was also named at
the end of the event:
Senior boys: Ewan Barnett (ACT), Joseph Dickinson
(Tas), Angus Haines (SA), Patrick Jaffe (Vic).
Senior girls: Rachel Allen (Tas), Jo-Anna Maynard (WA),
Tara Melhuish (ACT), Caroline Pigerre (Qld).
Junior boys: Dante Afnan (SA), Alvin Craig (NSW),
Ryan Gray (Qld), Noah Poland (ACT).
Junior girls: Joanna George (SA), Mikaela Gray (Qld),
Zoe Melhuish (ACT), Emily Sorensen (SA).
Those named in the Honour Team are listed in
Appedix 2 of the Annual Report.
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Masters Orienteering
WMOC 2016 Estonia
Australia had a strong contingent of 51 orienteers
competing at the 2016 World Masters Orienteering
Championships in Estonia. This is a comparable level
of participation with recent years.
Natasha Key performed outstandingly, dominating
the W45 age group winning by large margins in both
the sprint and long distance events and winning all
qualifying races as well. In the sprint, held in Tallinn’s
Old Town, she had a minute in hand over the rest of
the field, and in the long distance she was more than
four minutes clear; convincing wins at world level.
Geoff Lawford almost managed to repeat his 2015
sprint triumph in M60, but had to settle for the silver
medal, five seconds behind Great Britain’s James
Crawford. There was a near-miss for Wendy Read,
who after winning her qualifying race, finished seven
seconds outside the medals in fourth place in W50.
In W35, Anna Sheldon was 7th in the sprint and 14th in
the long distance, while there was also a pair of top-20
results for Amber Tomas. Other Australians to achieve
top-20 results were Gayle Quantock (12th, W50 sprint),
Jim Russell (13th, M55 sprint), Basil Baldwin (17th, M75
sprint) and Liliia Glushchenko (16th, W45 long).

Performance Against High Performance
and Athlete Pathway Strategic Plan 2014-18
Performance Against Significant Milestones
Listed In The Plan (p54) as at December 2016
Y

achieved

N
▲

no significant progress (at risk)
improvement prior year

Progress On Working Towards 2015 Significant
Milestones
1

Y

Head coach; appointed / maintained

2

Y

Pathway manager; appointed / maintained

3

Y

WOC selection criteria; updated, communicated

4

Y

New National Squad structures; adopted, disseminated

5

Y - 60% ▲

6

Y▼

HP Website framework; restructure template
Sprint relay in NOL, JNOL, training camps – Partial

7

Y - 30%

8

Y

TTA Support; TTA /TID Coordinator appointed
H.R. Unified reviewed, explicit role descriptions

9

Y

Consolidation of junior and senior squads to HPS

10

At Risk

11

Y - 80% ▲

12

Y / Nil

1

Y▲

Test Match Program agreement forged NZ (Junior 17-20)

2

Y▲

2nd tier international competition structure (TransTasman)

3

Y

4

Y - 70%

5

Y - 70% ▲

SSSM Web resources comprehensive

6

Y - 80% ▲

National Coach Forum group - started and reinvigorated

13

Y▲

WOC Training Camp

7

Y - 10% ▲

Club Coach curriculum developed – On track

14

Y▲

8

To Start

Club Talent Identification Benchmarks

WOC; Men promoted to tier 2. Women remain tier 2 but
decreasing

9

Progress ▲

State NOL Coach Structure nationally integrated

15

Y - 50% ▲
Y - 50%

AJDS Coaching, Athlete tracking support
Injury tracking all squads – needs rejuvenating

Squad coaches appointed; NDS JDS (2017 appointments
pending)
Squad benchmarks at all levels - to be published
WOC Sponsors approached; web invites (JWOC
sponsorship Pitch)

Level 2 Coaching Course – Nil 2107 Planned 2017

10

Progress

JNOL State funding agreement with SSOs

16

Individual Coaches for HPS, TTAs cascade from ASOC

11

Y - 60% ▲

Coaching online strengthened – JWOC 2015 strong

17

Y▲

12

Planned

Strategic Plan Review 2017

13

Y

NZ AUS competition structure explicitly documented

18

Y - 70% ▲

Long term planning; calendars, budgets, 3 years ahead

14

Y▲

Junior Bushrangers AUS v NZ Test Matches – strong

19

Y - 80% ▲

Web resource repository for all HP planning (On track)

15

Y▲

Post WOC training camp next WOC terrain - TBC

16

At Risk ▼

17

Y▲

Sprint relay format rules, guidelines in manual

18

60%

TTAs from states, clubs, aligned TTA timing

Sprint incorporated successfully into ASOC rules (2015/16
first events)

Sprint relays in state leagues guidelines (nil 2015/2016)
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Achievement Against Key Measurable
Performance Indicators

FTEM – T1 & T2 Levels

The following reporting KPIs are listed relative to the FTEM model.
Key performance Indicator Listed in
“High Performance and Athlete Pathway
Strategic Plan 2014-18”

Performance

1

World University Orienteering Championships; Top
30, one athlete

2

World Cup NDS members; 2 x top 60, 4 entrants, semi
managed team

3

National Development Squad (NDS) in NOL; top10,
and/or 1000pts/some races

FTEM – Elite & Mastery Levels

Achieved
2 Entrants Close
Achieved 3 Women
2 Men ▲

4

NDS, AJDS training camp participation 30

No

5

Achieved 50 %

WOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in sprint final;
male and female.

Y Women / No
men (close)

AUS v NZ test matches; placing’s 1st-3rd; 50%
minimum

6

AUS v NZ test matches; victory over NZ

Achieved 50%

3

WOC team ranking; male and female; 9-22; (means 2
finalists middle and long)

Women Yes ▲ /
Men No ▼

7

NOL, men 50 starters; women 40 starters

4

WOC benchmark performances; 2 x Top 30

5

WOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place 18th or
better in all relays

No; Men 25th /
Women 18th ▼

No
Easter; Men 45
Women 28
Aus; Men 48
Women 30

6

WOC performances are commensurate or better than
an individual’s world ranking

Achieved
Female ▲

8

NOL, 20th place; national ranking points average;
850 minimum

7

World Cup; Tasmania, 2 x top 30

9

JWOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in middle final;
male and female.

Yes - Male
Yes - Female ▲

8

World Cup; 2 x top 30 places in races other than
Oceania Championships

Achieved Not
Valid?

10

JWOC benchmark performances; 2 x top 30, in each
of sprint, middle, long

No

9

Oceania Championships; podium finishers 50%

Achieved

11

10

World Ranking Foot O Federation League (depth) –
male and female top 12

50%
Women 9th ▲
Men 14th ▲

JWOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place
below 18th

‘Yes’ Male 12th ▲
Female 19th

12

Junior AUS v NZ test matches (2015/16) 1st – 3rd; 50%

Yes Introduced
2015 ▲

11

HPS world rankings sprint; Scores average above
950pts (3800pts total); 6 athletes

▲ Women 6
Men 11

13

Oceania Championships 2017 (NDS) members; 4 top
30 (non World Cup years)

NA 2017 Event
(biannual)

12

HPS world rankings Bush; Scores average above
950pts (3800pts total); 6 athletes

▲ Women 3
Men 3

14

HPS Juniors; senior world rankings; Scores average
above 900pts; 3 athletes

Yes – Women 3
Male 4

13

EHPS world rankings sprint; scores average above
1200pts; (4800 pts total) 3 athletes

▲ Women 2
Men 1

15

HPS Juniors; senor world rankings; top 300; four
athletes minimum

Women - 8
Men – 2 ▲

14

EHPS world rankings bush; scores average above
1200pts (4800pts total); 3 athletes

2 Close

16

Level 2 coach numbers increased

15

HPS world rankings; top 100; four athletes minimum

3 Athletes, one
106 very close

No ▲
(Conference
Held)

17

16

Level 3 coach numbers increased

State championships integrated into national squad
benchmark performances

1

World Games; qualify.

2
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Achieved ▲

Achieved ▲

???

Achieved ▲

Men -Yes
Women - No

Y - 50% Juniors
JWOC ▲

Key Issues for Orienteering

FTEM – T3 & T4 Levels
1

NOL participation from TTA adult program; 2 men, 2
women, variety of states

2016 Aim

The key challenges for Orienteering Australia’s athlete
pathway across all levels are:

2

JNOL participation from TTA junior participants; 2
men 2 women, variety of states

On Track ▲

1.

3

ASOC; full teams, TTA athletes identified by reaching
benchmarks x 6

4

TTA nominations from variety of states

5

TTA invitations to national training camps and
progress to NDS, JDS benchmarks

6

TTAs across various age groups

2016 Aim

7

TTA verification followed with invitation to national
training camps.

Achieved

4.

8

State development squads ASOC, JNOL, NOL in all but
one state

ASOC-Yes
JNOL-No
NOL-No

9

Club training hubs nominating TTAs; utilizing training
benchmarks (web outreach)

2016 Aim

10

Web outreach via TTA online coaching resources

Y - 50% ▲

11

Regional TTA camp program roster 90% state
involvement

2016 Aim

The funding base of our national program is now
precarious and a serious matter that has become
a top priority. If we are to continue to provide a
sequential, developmental Athlete Pathway and High
Performance Program, we need to determine practical,
long term resourcing arrangements and shared fund
raising solutions for a national athlete pathway.

12

National benchmark criteria tracking outreach

No

Yes ▲
Achieved
Achieved ▲

FTEM – Foundation Levels
1

OA self coaching resources outreach via website

2.

50%

2

Club based coaching in 50% of clubs

Unknown

3

Seasonal weekly coaching in clubs in all states

Unknown

4

Sprint O based development programs at school and
university levels

No

5

Level 1 coaches increased

No

6

50% of states running collaborative parent child
programs 12-14ys / national comp.

Yes

7

Parent coaching resources outreach via website

No

8

School resources outreach via website

Yes ▲

9

Club school links evidence of

Yes ▲

3.

Long term sustainable funding base – it is
crucial that we continue to seek solution focused
structures and processes to fund an Athlete
Pathway for the benefit of the sport as a whole.
Succession to new HP leadership to continue to
develop an athlete pathway at all levels across our
systems
Strategic alignment between OA, states and clubs
to implement a coach development plan.
Development of resources and linking programs
across the FTEM framework

While the transition in ASC funding has been
challenging, the requirement to clearly articulate
an athlete pathway highlights our interdependence
in creating developmental pathway activities and
structures. The principles of Whole of Sport, the FTEM
principles, and working together across systems seems
very valid for the development of our sport as a whole.
This does require an ethos shift from the way we
have worked in the past. The interdependence of our
activities across clubs, states, and national programs
challenges the mindset of working, resourcing and
financing activities in isolation.
If Orienteering Australia is to support and coordinate
the development of an athlete pathway at all levels,
we should continue to examine the way states, clubs
and Orienteering Australia work together, and how we
accumulate and distribute funds and resources and to
what level these funds, resources and efforts should
be used to support all levels of an athlete pathway and
participation.
They should link together and strengthen all levels of
the sport.
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Orienteering Australia cannot continue to draw on
reserves at current levels over the medium to long
term.
There is the need to continue to forge a realistic
resourcing structure and shared fund raising
processes. We will need to consider the extent to which
we can fund key pathway activities and the resourcing
of other key activities. We will most likely need to ask
athletes and/or states and clubs to provide funds for
individuals, teams and squad activities. How we do
this together is our most pressing challenge.
For example our young athletes will need support and
encouragement to drive the following at a state level:
As part of a potential solution, Orienteering Australia
has been working with the Australian Sports
Foundation to set up a tax deductable fundraising
collection point for the high performance program,
JWOC, and WOC. It would be ideal if squad members
and states could publicise these as much as possible
(remembering that funds here will go to the teams not
individuals). This will reduce the amount needed to
directly charge athletes. It would be ideal to increase
the profile of this during the year. Athletes can do this.
These donation portals are going to be used through
Eventor at large national events.
The same can happen for any squad initiated
fundraising projects like Sprint Canberra or additional
state based activities (states have agreed to waive levies
for fundraising orienteering events organised at the
state level). Athletes could organise events (or a series
of events) that have this donation portal attached to
Eventor entries.
We are fortunate to have strong momentum in the
High Performance program and a good structure.
With a contribution from athletes, we are optimistic
that we will be able to continue to provide these and
support the development of each other and strengthen
the climate and ethos where the wider orienteering
community is keen to support and financially
contribute to the High Performance Activities.
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Coaching
John Scown continued in the position of Orienteering
Australia (OA) Manager, Coaching and Officiating
Development until March 2016 when Jim Mackay
replaced him temporarily until the position was
reviewed in the middle of the year. Jim continued in
the role of administrator of the coach database when
Barbara Hill was appointed to the new position of
National Manager, Coaching Development in October.

Coach Education Syllabi
The current status of the Australian Sports
Commission (ASC) approved Coach syllabi under the
National Coach Accreditation System (NCAS) are:
•
Level ‘1’ Coach expired 31 Dec 2015, reviewed
but needing formatted for website
•
Level ‘2’ Coach expired 31 Jan 2015 - revisions
are underway.
•

Level ‘3’ Coach expired 31 Dec 2015.

Level 0 coaching is covered below.

Accreditation of Coaches

Accreditation Cards

The numbers of accredited coaches at 16 March 2016 is
below with equivalent figures from previous years.

Production and posting of accreditation cards has
continued during 2016, with 20 coaching cards sent
out in May and 10 in December.

The total of accredited coaches has improved in 2016
after 4 consecutive years of falling numbers. The
lapsed coaching syllabus had been a contributing
factor in coaches not accrediting or re-accrediting.
Once a new usable syllabus became available and
coaching workshops held, the numbers started to rise.

Summary
The syllabus for coaching levels 1-3 remain
incomplete,but the need to comply with NCAS
requirements is reduced. In the 2nd half of the year
there was a clearer understanding of the Level 1
accreditation and re-accreditation requirements using
the unpublished coaching syllabus.

Level 0 Coaching
The number of Level 0 coaches recorded with OA has
more than doubled from 157 to 365.

There has been a marked improvement in the numbers
of qualified coaches from Levels 0 to 2 in 2016.

A number of coaches accredited at levels (1,2,3) are
registered on the Sporting Schools website as coaches
but not included on Sporting Schools lists as accredited
Level 0 coaches. This varies between states, as does the
process of accreditation at this level, which explains
the huge difference at state level.

Lance Read
Director High Performance
with assitance from
Jim Mackay
Manager, Coaching & Officiating
Ian Prosser
Adiminstrator, High Performance

Table: Coaches, 2016
Accredited Coaches 2012 - 2017
Females

Males

Total

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

Mar
2017

Mar
2016

Feb
2015

Feb
2014

Feb
2013

Feb
2012

Level 1

44

28

40

51

56

64

45

33

67

67

77

85

89

61

107

118

133

149

Level 2

5

3

4

5

12

9

8

7

6

10

24

26

13

10

10

15

36

35

Level 3

3

3

2

3

3

3

5

4

4

6

4

3

8

7

6

9

7

6

TOTAL

52

34

46

59

71

76

58

44

77

83

105

114

110

78

123

142

176

190
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Mountain Bike Orienteering
World MTBO Championships - Portugal

I

t was a great highlight to have Lucy Mackie
achieving our second ever junior individual MTBO
podium finish, coming 5th in the middle. Fergus
Mackie also achieved some fantastic times, all the
more exciting as he was only 15, and competing against
some almost 5 years older than him.
Another good ride was Ricky Thackray’s long race. In
a really long, tough and hot event, which had a high
attrition rate, Ricky’s fitness and experience showed
though, to not only finish, but in a great time.

Team Members

TEAM PERFORMANCES
Event

Place

Time

mins behind

Middle

5

42:09

+ 4:59

Sprint

22

26:14

+ 12:02

JWOC
Lucy

Fergus

Long

DNF

Middle

15

45:38

+4:55

Sprint

17

22:35

+2:04

Long

25

106:05

+18:25

Middle

58

61:12

+14:37

WOC
Ricky

WOC – Ricky Thackray (WA)

Sprint

53

28:18

+6:10

Long

38

126:28

+25:18

JWOC – Lucy Mackie; Fergus Mackie (NSW)

Future World Championships Changes

Coach- Carolyn Jackson
Manager – Hamish Mackie.

A Mass Start format will be added to World
Championships from 2017, giving a 5th medal
competition. This will make travelling to Europe even
more attractive for Australian riders.

Angus Robinson (VIC) was selected for WOC but a foot
injury saw his withdrawal.

Preparation In Australia
A 3 day training camp was run in Newcastle (NSW)
in February. Later, after team selection Lucy & Fergus
Mackie travelled to Victoria for a weekend of MTBO
racing near Castlemaine which enabled them to catch
up with team coach Carolyn Jackson.
Follow up coaching was provided by email, phone,
plus face to face discussions at the NSW MTBO
Championships in Lithgow.
Paul Darvodelsky, (a former WOC MTBO team
member) also provided valuable one on one armchair
navigation coaching and physical training advice to
Lucy & Fergus Mackie.

Overseas Training
The team all arrived in Portugal a week before the
championship for a 5 day training camp, which had
maps and controls placed by the organisers. They also
competed in a local event 2 days prior to the champs,
which provided, great race preparation.
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Insurance
Team members and coach, besides normal travel
insurance, were required to take out an additional
“race” insurance of approx. $300.

Masters MTBO World Championships
-Lithuania
Three riders travelled to Lithuania for the 2016 World
Masters MTBO Champs.
Tamsin Barnes (W45) was our best performer with
three consistent results just off the podium, in 6th,
7th,& 7th. Richard Robinson (M60) did well in this
very competitive class with 7th, 9th and 9th.
Duncan Sullivan’s (M55) best result was 8th in the long
event.

The 2017 Masters World Series
The 2017 Masters World Series started with 2 races of
the 2016 New Nealand championships in November
2016 counting. About 20 Australian masters travelled
to Rotorua, NZ for these events. This allows southern
hemisphere competitors to count in more races and
gain a suitable score making it more truly a World
Series. The best 7 of 15 races count. About 14 riders
intend to race the European circuit in 2017.

Australia v New Zealand Challenge
There was no challenge in 2016. The challenge
program has been set for the next 2 years, with
Australia hosting in October 2017 in Wingello, NSW
and NZ in April 2018 at Alexandra in the South Island.

National Scene
The 2016 National MTBO Series Individual winners
are named below. These were the best 5 results from
the 9 events of the national rounds in QLD, WA & VIC.
M-14
M-17
M21M40M50M60M70M80W-14
W-17
W21W40W50W60W70W80-

Jack Wigney 		
Luke Dang 		
Ricky Thackray		
Craig Steffens 		
Andrew Power 		
Rob Prentice 		
Tim Hackney 		
John Sheahan 		
Rhiannon Prentice
& Serryn Eenjes
Rhiannon Prentice
Carolyn Jackson
Carolyn Matthews
Kay Haarsma 		
& Debbie McKay
Julie Fisher 		
Dale Ann Gordon
Joyce Rowlands

(VIC)
(QLD)
(WA)
(QLD)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(VIC)
(NSW)
(VIC)
(NSW)
(VIC)
(NSW)
(SA)
(QLD)
(QLD)
(VIC)
(VIC)

State Team Totals In The 2016 National Series
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

476
372
354
325
21
18
0

Victoria Nuggets
NSW Stingers		
Queensland Storm
WA Nomads		
SA Arrows			
ACT Cockatoos		
Tasmanian Foresters

Main Positives
•
•

•
•

JWOC debuts by Lucy & Fergus Mackie.
Australian MTBO NOL Events. Three well
organised rounds were held in VIC; QLD & WA
culminating with an excellently organised
Australian Championships around Margaret
River.
NSW ran 3 days of mtbo events during the
Christmas 5 Day carnival which was an
outstanding initiative.
MTBO had one event conducted as part of the 3
Orienteering events at the Alice Springs Masters
Games in October. Although this was the first time
Orienteering had been run at these Games the
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•

•
•

sport had been well promoted there over several
years via Top End orienteers.
Victoria still leads the way with schools
development as its annual interschool event
attracts 150+ riders. St Philip’s College in Alice
Springs has now conducted an annual MTBO event
as part of its co-curricular program for 3 years.
Our masters numbers continue to grow and also
age. Thus we are looking at changing the rules to
allow low powered ebikes at events.
SA has introduced a 3 hour score event format as
a means to attract mt bike riders and this has had
encouraging results.

Key Issues
•

•

IOF World Ranking Events. No Australian events
sought sanction due to the recently imposed IOF
fees. We also need to address the need for more
IOF ratified controllers, which we hope to do
during 2017.
Future MTBO Funding: There needs to be some
f lexibility built into WOC team funding to allow
for f luctuating team sizes.

Hopefully the tax deductible donation scheme run
under the Australian Sports Foundation umbrella
will help the High Performance funding shortfall.
However there is also a need for support of:
1.
2.
3.

general mtbo promotion to the mtb community;
talent identification at the secondary school level;
more training activities.

Only 4 states ran state mtbo championships in 2016,
with ACT’s being cancelled because of severely
inclement weather. It would be good to see all states
conducting events.
Kay Haarsma
MTBO Coordinator
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The Australian Orienteer
A

s a magazine for members The Australian Orienteer
relies heavily on orders from State Associations
(~80% of income) so recent drives to increase
membership also assist the magazine and help to keep
down subscription rates (for members $26.20 pa in
2016). State Association orders remained relatively
steady for the year but were significantly lower than
in recent years past. Subscriptions from non-members
remained at a steady level.

Regular items included Duncan Currie’s “Jeff” cartoon
series following the adventures of an Orienteer
who can’t orienteer very well, Mapping and Map
Reading (“Spot the Difference”), Training, Health,
Nutrition, Coaching, and other hot topics relating to
Orienteering.
Mike Hubbert
Editor

The number of advertisements for major Orienteering
events continues to rise with income from this
category representing the major source of advertising
revenue. Advertising rates for
Orienteering events are heavily
discounted (~55% discount) compared
with rates for commercial advertising.
In the four quarterly editions we
covered all the major national events
and those international events where
Australian teams were competing.
In particular, the Junior World
Championships held in Switzerland
where Henry McNulty achieved a
podium 6th place in the Sprint, and the
Junior World MTBO Championships
held in Portugal in which Lucy Mackie
placed 5th in the Middle Distance
and was leading in the Long Distance
when she shredded a tyre in the rough
terrain.

JUN E 20 16

MA RC H 2 0 16

Arenas or
Assemblies?

Sprint to the Future
Coaches-in-Residence
Numbats to Nomads

Easter 2016
Park & Street O
Melbourne Sprint
RRP $8.50 inc GST

RRP $8.50 inc GST

We featured the national Schools
Championships with previews of
the State Teams; Junior training
camps; performances in the National
Orienteering League; promotion
and marketing of Orienteering;
developments in Sprint Orienteering
and encouragement of junior and youth
development.

SEPTEM BER 20 16
DE CE M B E R 2 0 16

A particular emphasis has been the
encouragement of junior female
participation.

Podium
places for
Lucy Mackie
at JWMTBOC
and Henry
McNulty
at JWOC
Aston Key
wins at EYOC
RRP $8.50 inc GST

Monster leg
at WOC
AUS Championships
RRP $8.50 inc GST
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Orienteering Australia Awards
Athlete Of The Year
Henry McNulty - WA
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Silva Medal
Jenny Bourne - VIC

SILVA Award for Services to Orienteering
Bernard Walker - TAS

international event, Bernard provided outstanding
leadership of the Organising Committee. In Tasmania
national and international carnivals are conducted by
an Organising Committee representing all clubs and
all orienteers throughout the state (rather than having
individual clubs organising specific events). As such,
Bernard’s role involved putting together and leading
the Organising Committee that successfully managed
all aspects (Technical, Services, Social, Media, Entries,
Presentations etc.) of every event for the whole
carnival. The carnival was highly complex with World
Cup races held along with Oceania Championship
races, Australia/New Zealand Schools Challenge
races, and public races, all with a number of other
competitions embedded in the overall programme.

2012

Australian Championships Carnival

Bernard was responsible for managing the entries
database and the entry process for this carnival. He
was also Event Controller for the Australian Schools
Relay Championships held as part of this carnival.

2005

B

ernard Walker has been a stalwart of orienteering
in Tasmania for over 20 years. A member of the
Wellington Ranges Orienteering Club in Hobart,
Bernard has been a regular competitor in his age class
throughout his career with many national titles and
many top three placings in Australian Championships
and Australian Three Days.
Bernard has been Vice President of Orienteering
Tasmania Incorporated for eight of the past eleven
years, making a valuable contribution to our sport
in Tasmania and representing Tasmania at the
Orienteering Australia Annual Conference on a
number of occasions.
Bernard’s major contribution to orienteering in
Tasmania and in Australia has been through his
involvement in major event organisation. Together
with his regular contribution to the organisation of
club and state events, Bernard has been instrumental
in the staging of five major national and international
carnivals, including the following:

2015

Event Director, Oceania Championships and
Round 1 of the IOF World Cup, Tasmania.

Event Director, Australian Championships
Carnival

As Event Director, Bernard was responsible for
the successful staging of the four Australian
Championship events, the two Australian Schools
Championships, and a total programme of 12 events
over 9 days. As described above, the role of the Event
Director is a major one in Tasmania with a single
organising committee overseeing all events.

2002

Technical Support, Tasmanian Orienteering
Carnival

Bernard provided technical support to the Organising
Committee for this international carnival held in
response to international orienteers wishing to revisit
the St Helens maps used in the Veteran World Cup ten
years previously.

1992

Course Setter (now Planner), IOF Veteran World
Cup

The Veteran World Cup (now known as the World
Masters) was a major international carnival held in
Tasmania in January 1992. Bernard was the Course
Planner for the Veteran World Cup Qualifying Race 2.

Ultimately responsible for the success of this major
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David Hogg Medal for Services to Event
Management
Robin Uppill - SA

•
•
•

Many past Summer Park and Street series of
events
Junior Series event run by Onkaparinga Hills for
several years
Adelaide City Council sponsored park event series
in 2015

National Involvement
Robin has significantly been involved in the following
national events:
•

•
•
•
•

State Involvement

A

t a State level Robin is the Technical officer for
Orienteering SA and has been for many years.
She has worked tirelessly to ensure that policies and
procedures are in place, up to date and of practical use,
that practical assistance is available to all and that
quality events are offered and promoted.
She has:
•
•
•

•

Organised and run both Level 1 and Level 2
Controller workshops
Run course planning workshops
Prepared and managed various guidelines used
for event management in SA including Course
Specifications for all types of events, Safety
Guidelines
Maintains the SI gear used in SA

She has managed locals events such as local park
street events, bush events, Orienteer of the year events
and badge events on a regular basis and has also
organised guidelines for, planned and coordinated
special series of events such as:
•

•

The Annual OSA Twilight Series in 2015-16
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2002 Australian Championships – carnival
coordinator. This event coincided with the World
Masters Games in Victoria so we had many
overseas entrants to manage (the Australian Long
Champs probably had the biggest attendance ever
with ~1100 competitors). This was also the first
major use of SI in South Australia
2007 – Australian 3 Days – Level 3 controller and
Carnival controller
2010 – Course planner for the Australian Sprint
Champs
2015 - Australian 3 Days – Level 3 controller
2016 – NOL Ultra Long course planner (Anzac NOL
Event is also a World Ranking event)

Since 1990 , when her first contribution to a major
events was as course planner for the interstate
relays in Qld, she has made many other national
contributions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Major contributor to National Level 3 controller
workshops held in 2009 and 2011
Served as Technical Director for Orienteering
Australia for some years.
Ran events and did course planning for club events
in Brisbane (Ugly Gully) between 1989 and 1993
With husband (Adrian) started Top End Orienteers
in Darwin, ran small club events and set up
process to run these events between 1985 and 1987
Was involved in setting up the Townsville Club in
1994, running local club events, and training local
orienteers to run events

SILVA Award for Services to Coaching
Jan Fletcher - WA

Junior Development
Since 2011, Jan has organised and contributed to six
popular and highly successful training camps for
junior orienteers.
In 2012, Jan was the official Coach of the WA
Schools’ team competing in the Australian Schools
Orienteering Championships in Tasmania.
Jan instigated the Junior Development Squad
(Numbats) in 2014 and has contributed to activities to
stimulate its growth since.
Member Training
Jan prepared and delivered weekly Sprint O training
(summer) and ‘lightpole orienteering’ (winter) in 2014
and 2015.
Coach Accreditation & Development

Club Level Coaching

J

an has been the LOST club coaching convenor for
several years. In this role she has been responsible
for allocating suitable coaches to club members and
has herself provided individual coaching to both
adults and juniors.

State Level Coaching

Jan organised and delivered a major section of Level
1 coaching courses in 2010 and 2013; she is currently
preparing to run another course in 2016.

Conclusion
Jan Fletcher’s passion for coaching, strategic approach
and leadership skills have been demonstrated in
myriad ways over two decades of involvement in
orienteering in the West.

For over 20 years, Jan has made an outstanding
contribution to State level coaching in Western
Australia, as detailed below:
Official Positions
OWA Coaching Convenor 2010-2014.
OWA Sporting Schools Manager and Coach/PD
presenter 2015 -current.
Women’s Development
From 1994 onward, Jan was co-organiser and trainer
for the annual women’s coaching days/weekends.
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Appendix 1: National Results 2016
OA Shield

National Series (Junior)

Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Long Distance Championships.

Interstate competition based on the individual results
of junior events in the National League.

New South Wales

Women:
Men:		

Xanthorrhoea Trophy
Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Relay Championships.

New South Wales

Champion Club Trophy
Inter-club competition based on the placings at the end
of day two of the Australian 3-Days.

Bushflyers (ACT)

National League (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Victorian Nuggets
Canberra Cockatoos

National League (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of
junior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Tassie Foresters
Victorian Nuggets

National Series (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results
of senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Natasha Key (VIC)
Simon Uppill (SA)
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Lanita Steer (VIC)
Matt Doyle (VIC)

Australian MTBO Championship Plaque
Australian MTBO Championship Plaque Interstate
competition based on the results of the Australian
MTBO Sprint, Middle and Long Distance
Championships.

???

Australian 3 Days: Canberra, ACT
W21E		Jo Allison		ACT
M21E		Simon Uppill		SA
W17-20E		Anna Dowling		TAS
M17-20E		
Matt Doyle 		
VIC
W-10		Sophie Arthur		VIC
W-12		
Mikayla Enderby
NSW
W-14		Joanna George		SA
W-16		Ellie de Jong		QLD
W35		
Melissa Gangemi
VIC
W40		Allison Jones		ACT
W45		
Jennifer Enderby
NSW
W50		Nicola Dalheim		VIC
W55		Anthea Feaver		WA
W60		Jenny Bourne		VIC
W65		Toy Martin		NSW
W70		Jenny Hawkins		ACT
W75		Christa Schafer		NSW
W80		Maureen Ogilvie		NSW
W85		Sue Healy		VIC
M-10		Jamie Marsh		NSW
M-12		Oskar Mella		NSW
M-14		Andrew Kerr		ACT
M-16		Tristan Miller		ACT
M35		
Glenn Meyer 		
NSW
M40		
Bruce Arthur 		
VIC
M45		Stephen Craig		NSW
M50		Tony Woolford		NSW
M55		Warren Key		VIC
M60		
Ted van Geldermalsen VIC
M65		Tony Radford		VIC
M70		Tim Dent		VIC
M75		Peter Prime		VIC
M80		Clive Pope		QLD
M85		
Kevin Paine 		
ACT
M90		
Hermann Wehner
ACT

Australian Long Distance Championships:
Amiens, QLD
W21E		Jo Allison		ACT		
M21E		Simon Uppill		SA		
W17-20E		Lanita Steer		VIC
M17-20E		Patrick Jaffe		VIC
W-10		
Sophie Arthur
VIC
W-12		
Mikaela Gray
QLD
W-14		
Ella Cuthbert 		
ACT
W-16		Amy Enkelaar		TAS
W40		Anna Fitzgerald		NSW
W45		
Jennifer Enderby
NSW
W50		
Su Yan Tay
QLD		
W55		Carolyn Jackson		VIC
W60		Jenny Bourne		VIC		
W65		
Barbara Tassell
TAS		
W70		
Jenny Hawkins 		
NSW		
W75		Pam Cox		QLD
W80		
Maureen Ogilvie		
NSW
W85		Sue Healy		VIC
M-10		
Makhaya Talbot-Hogg
ACT		
M-12		Toby Cazzolato		SA		
M-14		Alvin Craig		NSW		
M-16		
Patrick Miller
ACT		
M35		Matthew Cohen		TAS
M40		Bruce Arthur		VIC		
M45		Stephen Craig		NSW		
M50		Mark Nemeth		QLD		
M55		Robert Vincent		NSW		
M60		Eoin Rothery		NSW		
M65		Steve Flick		NSW		
M70		Alex Tarr		VIC		
M75		James Bowling		QLD		
M80		Barry Hanlon		NSW
M85		
Kevin Paine		
ACT
M90		
Hermann Wehner
ACT
SILVA Trophy - M21E Teams
Australian Capital Territory
Swedish Ambassador’s Trophy - W21E Teams
Victoria
Howden Trophy M21E - Simon Uppill (SA)
Howden Trophy W21E - Jo Allison (ACT)
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Australian Middle Distance Championships:
Amiens, QLD

Australian Sprint Distance Championships:
Gold Coast, QLD

W21E		
Bridget Anderson
SA
M21E		Matthew Crane		ACT		
W17-20E		Lanita Steer		VIC
M17-20E		Patrick Jaffe		VIC

W21E		Natasha Key		VIC
M21E		Simon Uppill		SA
W17-20E		Lanita Steer		VIC
M17-20E		Jarrah Day		TAS

W-10		Milla Key		VIC
W-12		Noelle Chitty		WA
W-14		Zoe Melhuish		ACT
W-16		Claire Burgess		NSW
W35		Tara Dougall		QLD		
W40		Tracy Marsh		NSW		
W45		Martina Craig		NSW
W50		Toni Brown		ACT		
W55		Anthea Feaver		WA		
W60		Jenny Bourne		VIC		
W65		Janet Bush		TAS		
W70		Jenny Hawkins		NSW
W75		Christa Schafer		NSW
W80		
Maureen Ogilvie		
NSW
W85		Sue Healy		VIC
		
M-10		Miles Bryant		QLD
M-12		Toby Cazzolato		SA
M-14		Mykal Marsham		ACT		
M-16		Patrick Miller		ACT
M35		Matthew Cohen		TAS		
M40		
Craig Feuerherdt
VIC
M45		Stephen Craig		NSW
M50		Mark Nemeth		QLD
M55		Warren Key		VIC		
M60		Paul Pacque		TAS
M65		Gordon Wilson		NSW
M70		Ross Barr		NSW
M75		James Bowling		QLD
M80		Clive Pope		QLD
M85		
Kevin Paine		
ACT
M90		
Hermann Wehner
ACT

W-10		Sophie Arthur		VIC
W-12		Justine Hobson		ACT
W-14		Mikaela Gray		QLD
W-16		
Michaela Maynard
WA
W35		Nicole Williams		QLD
W40		Anna Fitzgerald		NSW
W45		Barbara Hill		NSW
W50		
Su Yan Tay
QLD
W55		Anthea Feaver		WA
W60		Jenny Bourne		VIC		
W65		Judy Allison		ACT
W70		Jenny Hawkins		NSW
W75		Pam Cox		QLD
W80		
Maureen Ogilvie		
NSW
W85		Sue Healy		VIC
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M-10		
Makhaya Talbot-Hogg
ACT
M-12		Torren Arthur		VIC
M-14		Alvin Craig		NSW		
M-16		Duncan Currie		NSW		
M35		Matthew Cohen		TAS
M40		
Craig Feuerherdt
VIC
M45		Scott Simson		QLD
M50		Jock Davis		NSW
M55		Warren Key		VIC
M60		
Ted van Geldermalsen VIC		
M65		Paul Hoopmann		SA
M70		Ross Barr		NSW
M75		Peter Meyer		NSW
M80		Clive Pope		QLD
M85		Ray Kelly		QLD

Australian Relay Championships:
Mundoolan, QLD
W21E		
M21E		
W17-20E		
M17-20E		

Australian Capital Territory
Australian Capital Territory
Tasmania
Victoria

W/M-12		
W-14		
W-16		
W35		
W45		
W55		
W65		

Queensland
Australian Capital Territory
Tasmania
Tasmania
New South Wales
Queensland
Queensland

M-14		
M-16		
M35		
M45		
M55		
M65		

Victoria
Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales
New South Wales
Victoria
Western Australia

Individual Teams - Classic		
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
Australian Capital Territory
Victoria

Relay
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
New South Wales
Victoria

Australian Schools Championships Teams
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
South Australia
New South Wales
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Australian Schools Championships: Maroon,
QLD
Individual - Sprint
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Joanna George		
Tara Melhuish		
Dante Afnan		
Angus Haines

SA
ACT
SA
SA

Individual Teams - Sprint
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
Queensland
South Australia

Individual - Classic		
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Zoe Melhuish
Caroline Pigerre		
Tristan Miller		
Patrick Jaffe

ACT
QLD
ACT
VIC
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Australian MTBO Long Distance
Championships: Murray Valley, WA

Australian MTBO Sprint Distance
Championships: Dwellingup, WA

W21E		
Jackson, Carolyn
VIC
M21E		Angus Robinson		VIC

W21E		Carolyn Jackson		VIC
M21E		Ricky Thackray		WA

W-16		
Rhiannon Prentice
VIC
W50		Debbie McKay		WA
W60		
Carolyn Cusworth
VIC

W-16		
Rhiannon Prentice
VIC
W40		Andrea Eves		WA
W50		Debbie McKay		WA
W60		
Carolyn Cusworth
VIC

M-12		Connor Martin		WA
M-14		
Riley Martin
WA
M40		
Craig Steffens
QLD
M50		
Andrew Power
NSW
M60		
Peter Cusworth
VIC
M70		Leigh Privett		VIC

Australian MTBO Middle Distance
Championships: Marrinup, WA
W21E		Carolyn Jackson		VIC
M21E		Angus Robinson		VIC
W-16		
Rhiannon Prentice
VIC
W50		Debbie McKay		WA
W60		
Julie Fisher
QLD
M-12		Connor Martin		WA
M-14		
Mason Eves
WA
M40		
Craig Steffens
QLD
M50		
Andrew Power
NSW		
M60		
Robert Prentice
VIC
M70		Leigh Privett		VIC
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M-12		Connor Martin		WA
M-14		
Riley Martin
WA
M40		
Michael Ridley-Smith
NSW
M50		
Andrew Power
NSW		
M60		
Robert Prentice
VIC
M70		Keith Wade		VIC

Appendix 2: National Teams/Squads 2016
World Championships
Stromstad - Sweden

World Cup
Aarau - Switzerland

Women

Women

Jo Allison			(ACT)
Natasha Key			(VIC)
Krystal Neumann		
(QLD)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)
Vanessa Round			(SA)

Men

Aislinn Prendergast		

Bushrangers
Aust - NZ Test Matches

Julian Dent			(NSW)
Leon Keely			(VIC)
Henry McNulty			(WA)
Simon Uppill			(SA)

Women Elite

Officials

Women Junior Elite

Tom Quayle - Coach		
Wendy Read - Coach 		
Elin Vedin - Physiotherapist

(ACT)
(QLD)
(SWE)

Junior World Championships
Scuol - Switzerland
Women

Anna Dowling 			
(TAS)
Zoe Dowling 			
(TAS)
Tara Melhuish			(ACT)
Winnie Oakhill			(QLD)
Asha Steer			(VIC)
Lanita Steer 			
(VIC)

Men

Simeon Burrill			(QLD)
Jarrah Day			(TAS)
Matt Doyle			(VIC)
Patrick Jaffe			(VIC)
Aston Key			(VIC)
Henry McNulty			(WA)

Officials

Nick Dent - Coach		
Julian Dent - Coach		
Karen Blatchford - Manager

(VIC)

Jo Allison			(ACT)
Natasha Key			(VIC)
Belinda Lawford			(ACT)

Anna Dowling			(TAS)
Zoe Dowling			(TAS)
Georgia Jones			(NSW)
Joanna Maynard		
(WA)
Tara Melhuish			(ACT)
Asha Steer			(VIC)
Lanita Steer			(VIC)

Men Elite

Matt Doyle			(VIC)
Ian Lawford			(ACT)
Brodie Nankervis 		
(TAS)
Simon Uppill			(SA)

Men Junior Elite

Simeon Burrill 			
(QLD)
Jarrah Day 			
(TAS)
Joseph Dickinson		
(TAS)
Patrick Jaffe 			
(VIC)
Stephen Melhuish		
(ACT)
Ashley Nankervis		
(TAS)
Jack Neumann			(QLD)
Toby Wilson			(NSW)

Officials

Jim Russell - Manager		

(VIC)

(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)
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World MTBO Championships
Agueda, Portugal

School Sport Australia - Australian Schools
All-Australian Honour Team

Men

Junior Girls

Ricky Thackray				(WA)

Officials

Carolyn Jackson - Manager/Coach

(VIC)

World Junior MTBO Championships
Agueda, Portugal
Women

Lucy Mackie				(VIC)

Joanna George
			
(SA)
Mikaela Gray
			
(QLD)
Zoe Melhuish 				(ACT)
Emily Sorensen				(SA)

Junior Boys

Dante Afnan 				(SA)
Alvin Craig 				(NSW)
Ryan Gray				(QLD)
Noah Poland				(ACT)

Senior Girls

Men

Fergus Mackie				(VIC)

Rachel Allen				(TAS)
Jo Anna Maynard 			
(WA)
Tara Melhuish 				(ACT)
Caroline Pigerre				(QLD)

Officials

Senior Boys

Carolyn Jackson - Manager/Coach
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(VIC)

Ewan Barnett				(ACT)
Joseph Dickinson			(TAS)
Angus Haines				(SA)
Patrick Jaffe				(VIC)

Elite High Performance Squad (EHPS)
Hanny Allston				(TAS)
Julian Dent				(NSW)
Simon Uppill				(SA)
Coaches:
Tom Quayle				(ACT)
Wendy Read				(QLD)

High Performance Squad (HPS)
Bridget Anderson 			
(SA)
Felicity Brown				(NSW)
Lachlan Dow 				(ACT)
Matt Doyle				(VIC)
Rachel Effeney 				(QLD)
Brian Keely 				(VIC)
Leon Keely 				(VIC)
Ian Lawford 				(ACT)
Henry McNulty 				(WA)
Oscar McNulty 				(WA)
Brodie Nankervis 			
(TAS)
Krystal Neumann			(QLD)
Laurina Neumann			(VIC)
Jasmine Neve				(VIC)
Aislinn Prendergast			(VIC)
Vanessa Round				(SA)
Anna Sheldon 				(QLD)
Coaches:
Tom Quayle				(ACT)
Wendy Read				(QLD)

National Development Squad (NDS)
Andrew Barnett 				(ACT)
Nicola Blatchford			(NSW)
Clare Brownridge 			
(VIC)
Michele Dawson				(NSW)
Katelyn Effeney 				(QLD)
Mary Fleming				(VIC)
Mark Gregson 				(QLD)
Nicola Marshall				(TAS)
Heather Muir 				(QLD)
Matthew Schepisi			(VIC)
James Sheldon 			
(QLD)
Olivia Sprod				(SA)

Australian Junior Development Squad
(AJDS)
Rachel Allen
			
(TAS)
Ewan Barnett				(ACT)
Simeon Burrill 				(QLD)
Nicholas Collins				(VIC)
Rosie Dalheim				(VIC)
Max Dalheim				(VIC)
Aidan Dawson 				(NSW)
Jarrah Day				(TAS)
Riley de Jong				(QLD)
Joseph Dickinson			(TAS)
Anna Dowling 				(TAS)
Zoe Dowling				(TAS)
Daniel Hill 				(NSW)
Patrick Jaffe				(VIC)
Ella Johnson				(TAS)
Georgia Jones				(NSW)
Will Kennedy				(SA)
Aston Key				(VIC)
Ciaran Lane				(ACT)
Leisha Maggs				(VIC)
Joanna Maynard			(WA)
Stephen Melhuish			(ACT)
Tara Melhuish				(ACT)
Oliver Mill				(ACT)
Ashley Nankervis			(TAS)
Jack Neumann				(QLD)
Winnie Oakhill				(QLD)
Sebastian O’Halloran			(TAS)
Caroline Pigerre				(QLD)
Asha Steer				(VIC)
Lanita Steer				(VIC)
Jake West				(TAS)
Luke West				(TAS)
Toby Wilson				(NSW)
Coach:
Roch Prendergast			(VIC)

Coach:
Jim Russell				(VIC)
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Targeted Talented Athlete Squad (TTAS)
Zazi Brennan 				(QLD)
Jimmy Cameron 			
(VIC)
Louis Cameron 				(VIC)
Duncan Currie 				(NSW)
Jed Fleming 				(TAS)
Alastair George 				NSW)
Angus Haines 				(SA)
Glenn James 				(VIC)
Patrick Miller 				(ACT)
Josh Morrison 				(QLD)
Mikaela Ronnback 			
(NSW)
Coach:
Russell Blatchford			(NSW)
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Appendix 3: Office Bearers 2016
Board
President					Blair Trewin			VIC
Director (Finance)				Bruce Bowen			ACT
Director (Technical)				Jenny Casanova			SA
Director 					Craig Feuerherdt		VIC
Director (High Performance)			Lance Read			QLD
Director						Robert Spry			NSW
Director (International Relations)			
Michael Dowling		
TAS

Paid Officers
Executive Officer 				John Harding			ACT
Head Coach and High Performance Administrator Nick Dent			
NSW (to August)
Head Coach					Jim Russell			VIC (from August)
High Performance Administrator			
Ian Prosser			
ACT (from August)
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development
John Scown			
ACT (to March)
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Accreditation:
Jim Mackay 			
NSW (from March)
Manager, Coaching Development: 		
Barbara Hill 			
NSW (from October)

Contracted Officers
Editor, The Australian Orienteer			
Editors, Orienteering Australia E-News		

Mike Hubbert			
Rebecca Jaffe			

VIC
VIC

Committee Chairpersons
Coaching					Nick Dent			NSW (to April)
Development and Participation			
Vacant
Events						Greg Hawthorne			TAS
Mapping					Adrian Uppill			SA
MTB Orienteering				Craig Steffens			QLD
Selection - Junior				Susanne Casanova		SA
Selection - Senior				Bruce Arthur			VIC
Technical					Eric Andrews			QLD (to April)
						Anna Sheldon			QLD (from November)

Coaching & Management
National Senior Coach - Men			
Tom Quayle			
SWE
National Senior Coach - Women			
Wendy Read			
QLD
National Junior Coach 				Julian Dent			NSW
National Junior Manager				Karen Blatchford		NSW
National MTBO Coach				Carolyn Jackson			VIC
Bushrangers Coach				Wendy Read			QLD
						Jim Russell			VIC
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Appendix 4: Financial Report 2016

ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
ABN 77 406 995 497
FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2016
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
COMMITTEE’S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016
Your committee members submit the financial accounts of the Orienteering Australia Inc for the financial year
ended 31 December 2016.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The names of the committee members at the date of this report are:

Names

Blair Trewin		President				Bruce Bowen		Director (Finance)
Lance Read		
Director (High Performance)		
Jenny Casanova		
Director (Technical)		
Craig Feuerherdt
Director (Media & Communications)
Robert Spry		
Director (Special Projects)
Mike Dowling		
Director (International Relations)		
John Harding		
Executive Officer

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of the association during the financial year were: Operating as the national body
responsible for the organisation and promotion of Orientering throughout Australia.

Significant Changes
No significant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the year.

Operating Result
The deficit from ordinary activities after providing for income tax amounted to:
Year Ended

Year Ended

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

$

$

(105,541.00)

(19,446.47)

						

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee on:
____________________________________
Blair Trewin
___________________________________
Bruce Bowen

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016
The Committee has determined that the association is not a reporting entity and that this special purpose
financial report should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the financial
statements.
In the opinion of the Committee the Income and Expenditure Statement, Statement of Financial Position, and
Notes to the Financial Statements:
1.
2.

Presents fairly the financial position of Orienteering Australia Inc as at 3 1 December 2016 and its
performance for the year ended on that date.
At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the association will be able to pay
its debts as and when they fall due.

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution ofthe Committee and is signed for and on
behalf of the Committee by:

____________________________________
Blair Trewin

____________________________________
Bruce Bowen

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
CERTIFICATE BY MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016
I, Blair Trewin and I, Bruce Bowen certify that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

We are members of the Committee of Orienteering Australia Inc.
We attended the annual general meeting of the association.
We are authorised by the attached resolution of the Committee to sign this certificate.
The financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 were submitted to the members of the
association at its annual general meeting.

____________________________________
Blair Trewin

____________________________________
Bruce Bowen

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2016
INCOME
Interest received

2016

2015

$

$

5,849.53

5,547.83

Receipts from States

174,192.85

194,351.21

Reimbursement from States

33,032.12

20,890.00

Uniform and Badge Sales
Australian Orienteer
Grants Received

3,178.58

8,814.51

48,674.03

48,002.31

182,000.00

241,000.00

High Perfomance Items

16,034.70

37,272.77

IOF Meeting Sponsorship

8,430.23

3,895.00

Sundry Income

800.00-

TOTAL INCOME

472,192.04

559,773.63

Purchases for Resale

6,626.62

13,515.97

Audit Fees

2,900.00

2,727.27

50,069.45

48,737.22

-

2,439.62

10,067.67

7,927.31

735.60

823.17

10,225.00

10,000.00

EXPENDITURE

Australian Orienteer
Awards
Office
Bank Fees And Charges
Bequest
Eventor Software
Development

37,987.29

46,589.39

170,895.23

103,966.19

Promotion

7,767.52

6,872.56

86,906.88

131,301.68

Insurance

12,742.34

12,322.55

IOF Levies

10,688.61

9,075.97

High Performance

OA Conference & IOF Council Meetings

17,296.83

27,890.18

Sporting Schools

76,204.71

94,545.87

Sundry Expenses
Employee Costs
TOTAL EXPENSES

60.00
76,559.29

60,485.15

577,733.04

579,220.10

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2016
cont.

PROFIT (LOSS) FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE INCOME TAX

(105,541.00)

(19,446.47)

NET PROFIT (LOSS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE ASSOCIATION

(105,541.00)

(19,446.47)

TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY OF THE ASSOCIATION

(105,541.00)

(19,446.47)

352,873.18

372,319.65

lncome tax revenue relating to ordinary activities

Opening retained profits
Net profit (loss) attributable to the association

(105,541.00)

(19,446.47)

CLOSING RETAINED PROFITS

247,332.18

352,873.18

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
DETAILED BALANCE SHEET AS AT
31 DECEMBER 2016
2016

2015

$

$

Cash At Bank

22,988.58

41,865.44

Cheque account - AO

22,675.03

25,992.18

288,264.75

294,980.82

78,912.73

76,353.19

412,841.09

439,191.63

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash Assets

ING Investment
Term Deposit
Inventories
Uniforms and clothing for sale - at cost

9,015.00

7,695.00

9,015.00

7,695.00

12,748.51

12,742.35

12,748.51

12,742.35

Total Current Assets

434,604.60

459,628.98

TOTAL ASSETS

434,604.60

459,628.98

Other
Prepayments

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current Tax Liabilities
GST payable control account

19,655.83

15,822.36

Input tax credit control account

(3,320.51)

(3,320.51)

Amounts withheld from salary and wages

2,977.10

2,253.95

19,312.42

14,755.80

167,960.00

92,000.00

167,960.00

92,000.00

Total Current Liabilities

187,272.42

106,755.80

TOTAL LIABILITIES

187,272.42

106,755.80

Other
Unexpended Grants

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
DETAILED BALANCE SHEET AS AT
31 DECEMBER 2016
CONT.
NET ASSETS

247,332.18

352,873.18

247,332.18

352,873.18

247,332.18

352,873.18

MEMBERS’ FUNDS
Accumulated surplus (deficit)
Total Members’Funds

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2016

2016

2015

$

$

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers

466,342.51

538,154.71

( 498,542.58)

(480,823.79)

5,849.53

5,547.83

Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Operating Activities (note 2)

(26,350.54)

78,949.84

Net increase (decrease) in cash held

(26,350.54)

78,949.84

Cash at the beginning of the year

439,191.63

360,241.79

Cash at the end of the year (note 1)

412,841.09

439,191.63

Payment to suppliers & employees
Interest received

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FORTHE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2016
2016

20145

$

$

22,988.58

41,865.44

NOTE 1. RECONCILIATION OF CASH
For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash includes
cash on hand and in banks and investments in money market
instruments, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.
Cash at the end of the year as shown in the statement of cash
flows is reconciled to the related items in the balance sheet as
follows:
Cash At Bank
Cheque account - AO
ING Investment
Term Deposit

22,675.03

25,992.18

288,264.75

294,980.82

78,912.73

76,353.19

4l2,84l.09

439,191.63

NOTE 2. RECONCILIATION OF NET CASH PROVIDED BY/USED IN OPERATING ACTIVITIES TO OPERATING PROFIT AFTER INCOME TAX
Operating profit after income tax

(105,54l.00)

(19,446.47)

(1,320.00)

8,020.00

(6.16)

(419.79)

75,960.00

92,000.00

4,556.62

(1,203.90)

(26,350.54)

78,949.84

Changes in assets and liabilities net of effects of purchases and
disposals of controlled entities:
(Increase) decrease in finished goods
(Increase) decrease in prepayments
Increase (decrease) in other creditors
Increase (decrease) in sundry provisions
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Orienteering Australia Inc
ORIENTEERING
AUSTRALIA INC.
ABN 77 406 995 497
Independent Auditor's Report to the Members

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS
We have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of
Orienteering Australia Inc (the association), which comprises the Statement by Members ofthe
Committee, Income and Expenditure Statement, Balance Sheet, notes comprising asummary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes for the financial year ended 31
December 2016.

Committee's Responsibility for the Financial Report
The committee of Orienteering Australia Inc is responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of the financial report, and have determined that the basis of preparation described
in Note 1 is appropriate to meet the requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act of the
Australian Capital Territory 1991 and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The
committee's responsibilities also includes such internal control as the committee determine is
necessary to enable the preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We have
conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those Standards
require that we complywithrelevant ethical requirements relating to auditengagements and plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgement,
including the assessmentofthe risks ofmaterial misstatementofthe financial report, whetherdue
to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the association's preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the association's internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the committee, as well as evaluating the overall presentation ofthe
financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In ouropinion, the financial reportpresents fair! y, in all material respects, the financial position of
Orienteering Australia Inc as at 31 December 2016 and its financial performance for the year
then ended in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note l to the financial
statements, and the requirements oftheAssociations IncorporationActofthe Australian Capital
Territory 1991.
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Orienteering
Australia
ORIENTEERING
AUSTRALIA
INC. Inc
ABN 77 406 995 497

Independent Auditor's Report to the Members

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS
Basis of Accounting and Restriction on Distribution
Without modifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 1 to the financial statements, which
describes the basis of accounting. The financial report has been prepared to assist Orienteering
Australia Inc to meet the requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act of the Australian
Capital Territory 1991. As a result, the financial report may not be suitable for another purpose.
Signed on:

J 1/j

/t1

�t�IPAtd
Christine Reid and Associates Pty Limited
20A Beltana Road Pialligo ACT 2609

Co-ordination: John Harding, Orienteering Australia
Design & Production: Mike Dowling.
Photos: Mike Dowling, Karen Blatchford, John Harding
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